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ABSTRACT

Transmission lines are generally protected by distance relays. Most distance

protection relays presently available use microprocessor technology. They estimate

fundamental frequency phasors from the quantized values ofvoltage and current samples.
The relays use filters that use fixed sample data windows of one cycle of the nominal

frequency. Therefore, the transient response of the filter is about one cycle and the

estimated impedances do not converge before this time. However, it is possible to use

different lengths ofdata windows at different sampling instants and improve the transient

response.

This thesis describes a distance relaying tecbnique, which uses adaptive data

window filters. Relay algorithms that lise adaptive data window filters and fixed data

window filters were also developed and their performances were compared by using data

from simulations using the electromagnetic transient program, EMTDCIPSCAD. Results

obtained from a sample power system and a part of the SaskPower transmission network

are presented. Different operating conditions of these power systems and, faults of

different types and at various locations were simulated for performance evaluation. It

was observed from the simulation results that the seen impedances obtained using the

adaptive and fixed data window tecbniques converged to the same values. The results

indicated that the convergence of the seen impedance was significantly faster when the

algorithm using the adaptive data window tecbnique was used. Selected results are

presented in the thesis.

The adaptive data window tecbnique and the fixed data window tecbnique were

implemented to form prototype distance relays using a general-purpose relay. The

hardware and software constituents of the relay are presented in this thesis. The relays
were tested using the Real-Time Playback Simulator (RTPS) for a variety of faults
simulated on a part of the SaskPower system using the EMTDCIPSCAD program. The
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procedure for testing the relay by using a playback simulator is reported.. The test results

indicated that the relays operated correctly for all the faults simulated inside the

protection zone and did not issue a trip command for the outside faults. The test results

also confirmed that the adaptive data window-based relay is able to issue trip commands

in lesser time compared to the time taken by the fixed data window-based relay, while the

impedances computed by both relays converged to the same values. Selected results are

included in the thesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

An electrical power system consists of three main divisions: generation,

transmission, and distribution: Generators convert mechanical power to electrical power

that is transported over long distances over transmission lines and is distributed to a

.

variety ofcustomers via local networks.

In a power system, all equipment, such as generators, transformers and

transmission lines, must function together to attain the primary objective of distributing
electrical power without unnecessary interruptions. .. Faults and disturbances, which

disrupt the continuity ofpower supply, are experienced sometimes. The consequences of

these events could include serious damage to the equipment if the faulted equipment is
not promptly isolated from the system.

Protective relays are designed to detect faults and abnormal conditions by
continuously monitoring power system voltages and/or currents, and then initiating the

opening of appropriate circuit breakers for isolating the faulted section.

1.2. Power system protection

The primary objective of power system protection is to detect the occurrence of .

faults and to isolate the faulted elements ofa power system from the test of the system.

A power system is divided into protection zones, such as generator, transformer, bus and

transmission line protection zones [1] to achieve this objective.. Figure 1.1 illustrates the

protection zones of a typical power system. Each zone usually includes one major
electrical element and is protected by using a set ofprotective relays and circuit breakers.

Adjacent·zones overlap to ensure that no equipment is left unprotected. Location of the
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current transformers, which provide the. proportional line currents to the relays,
determines the boundaries of the zones.

.

The relays record the system voltages and

currents at different time instants and also alert operators for taking action to restore

power to the interrupted circuits..

Generator zone

Circuit breaker

zone
zone

Figure 1.1. Typical power system showing the protection zones.

Protective relays are connected to power systems through current transformers

(CTs) and/or voltage transformers (VTs). These transformers reduce the levels of

currents and voltages to lower levels suitable for use in relays.

The relays estimate the operating parameters ofpower systems, such as voltages,
currents and frequency. These parameters change during faults. The changes in the

electrical parameters provide useful information to the relays for detecting faults. If the

fault is in the protection zone of a relay, it issues a trip command to appropriate circuit

breakers for isolating the faulted zone.

Primary relays are provided for each protection zone of the power system. Back

up relays are also provided to ensure that the faulted equipment is isolated in case the

primary relays fail to operate. The back-up relays usually operate� a time-delay and
isolate the faulted zone and, sometimes the adjoining healthy zone(s) as well.
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The :first ever-used protection device was the fuse that isolates the load, or a

system element, from the source when the current in the circuit exceeds its rated value.

Although fuses are effective and inexpensive, they had to be replaced after each

operation. They also do not discriminate between faults on the supply and load sides.

Moreover, they are incapable ofrestoring the circuit after the fault is cleared.

Development of electromechanical relays provided a significant improvement in

the protection of power systems. The relays provided the means of controlling the time

delays before opening or reclosing the circuits. This improved the sensitivity and

selectivityofprotection schemes.

In early 1 950s, solid-state relays were developed, They were . initially not

accepted by users because of their inadequate designs and low reliability due to the high
failure rates of electronic components. However, advancements in the production of

semiconductor devices introduced improved relay designs. These relays are accurate, are

able to implement multiple logic decisions, and take less space. Several kinds of.

electromechanical and solid state relays are being used in power systems today [2].

In the past two decades, advancements in the integration of semiconductor

technologyhave increased exponentially. It has become possible to integrate electronic

circuits into chips. Since the availability ofmodem microprocessors and DSp: chips, it

has become possible to perform a large number of calculations and implement logic in a

relatively short period of time. This has resulted in the development ofmicroprocessor
based relays [3, 4, 5]. A number ofmicroprocessor-based relays ate now commercially
available and are being used for protection ofpower systems.

1.3. Microprocessor-based relays

A microprocessor-based relay acquires samples of voltages and currents, and

estimates the required parameters of the system by using signal processing techniques.
The estimated parameters are used in conjunction with the pre-decided 'Operating
characteristics and/or boundaries for making decisions. The following sections present a
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briefbackground of the evolution ofmicroprocessor-based relays, their functional blocks
and operating features [3,4,5] -.

1.3.1•. IDstorieal background

In 1968, Rockefeller outlinedthe protection of all the equipment in a substation

by using a digital computer [6]. Although, his work was without any supportive

experimental data, it gave substantial details of the relaying programs for implementing
on computers. This led to the development and field installation of a system based on a

process-control digital computer. The system was installed tomonitor a transmission line

of Pacific Gas and Electric Company (pG&E) [7, 8]. The size of the computer and its

peripherals were large compared to that of conventional relays. The computer used more

power from the station battery and its cost was about ten times more than the cost of

conventional relays. This experimental installation introduced many design techniques
that are in use today. Other experimental systems followed the PG&E project [9, 10, 11,

12, 13]. These systems introduced new signal processing techniques, increased the

operating speed ofthe relays and, more importantly, reduced the costs.

Before 1972, the experimental systems used curve-fitting techniques in the

computer programs for estimating the phasors of voltages and current from the quantized
values of samples [14].. In 1971, Ramamoorty [15] proposed the use of the Digital
Fourier Transform (DFT). to compute phasors from quantized samples. OFT is the

primary computational technique that is used : at this time. in most commercial

microprocessor-based relays.

A commercial relay, which used a microprocessor to process system data was

marketed in 1979 [16].· This product was a frequency relaywith small rotary switches for

selecting set-points. This was an application in which a microprocessor could be used to

produce an economically viable design.

The technology of integrating circuits into chips improved the microprocessor
designs, which increased the number of microprocessor-based relays in the market

These included relays that performed extremely simple tasks without resorting to high-
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speed measurements. Hybrid relays that measured parameters at high-speed using
dedicated analog hardware also appeared in the market.. These relays used

microprocessors to execute complex logic for protection, monitoring and control.

operating times of these relays were typically 2-2.5 cycles of the nominal frequency. By
the late 1980's, traditional and new relay manufacturers offered sophisticated products
for transmission line protection.

Most relays that are now marketed are of numeric type that continuously acquire

samples of line voltage and current signals and quantize the samples to equivalent binary
values. Computations are performed bymicroprocessors to convert the quantized values

to useful measurements. These are then combined with the settings and logical inputs to
make decisions. In addition to the usual protection functions, provisions are usually

. .

made to record the instantaneous values of voltages and currents experienced during
faults. Numerical distance relays, calculate fault locations as well [17, 18].. The relay
softwares alsomonitor software and hardware failures.

Many recent products offermultiple setting environments from which one can be

selected for use in a variety of applications. One of the applications that benefits from

multiple settings is the relay that provides backup protection of line protection relays.
The backup relay must protect a different lirie as the busbar configuration changes. It

identifies the busbar configuration and invokes the appropriate settings without human

intervention. Future microprocessor-based relays are likely to have facilities for

performing more functions, have more sophisticated self-monitoring functionalities, and

incorporate the latest communication tecbnology.

Some of the prominent centers of significant research in microprocessor-based

relaying have been the University of Missouri [19, 20, 21], the Imperial College of

Science and Tecbnology in London [22, 23], the University of Calgary [24, 25], the

University of Saskatchewan [26,'27, 28] and the University of Manitoba [29]. Major
manufacturers of electric utility equipment in USA, Europe and Japan have pursued
active projects on microprocessor-based relays. Several electric power utility

organizations, such as the Pacific Gas .and Electric Co., the Philadelphia Electric Co., and
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the Pennsylvania Power and Light Co. have worked on microprocessor-based relaying .

projects.

1.3.2. Functional blocks
.

.
.

Figure 1.2 shows a typical standalone microprocessor-based relay [4, 5]. The

relay consists of an analog input subsystem, a digital input subsystem,· a digital output
subsystem, amicrocomputer and a power supply.

The analog input subsystem is applied lower level voltages and currents from VTs

and CTs respectively. This subsystem consists of surge suppression circuits that provide

protection from transients, circuits to convert currents to equivalent voltage signals, and

low pass filters that attenuate. the high frequency components. Outputs of the analog

subsystem are applied to the digital input subsystem. This includes.sample and hold .

(SIR), analog to digital (AID) converter, and multiplexer (MUX) circuits. The SIH

circuit samples the signals at pre-defined intervals. . The sampled signals are passed

through MUX and AID converters to obtain numbers .that represent power system

voltages and currents. These numbers are provided to the microcomputer for further

processing.

The Microcomputer consists of a central processing unit (CPU), read only

memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), analog interface, cominunication

hardware and suitable software. ROM is used for storing the relay software and settings.
The software and trip logic is executed in the CPU. RAM is used for storing the

quantized values of the signals obtained from the digital subsystem.

Communication facilities are provided to share information with other relays and

devices. The relay decisions are conveyed to the power system through a digital output
subsystem. A power supply is provided usually from the station battery, which is

provided with a battery charger. This ensures that the relay would operate during outages .

of the station ac supply-.
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Figure 1.2. Block diagram of a typical microprocessor-based relay.

1.3.3. Benefits

Microprocessor-based relays have several advantages over their

electromechanical and solid-state counterparts. These benefits can be summarized as

follows:
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(l) Economics

The cost of digital hardware bas been steadily decreasing.
.

The economic

consideration has become favourable to the increasing acceptance of microprocessor
based relays in the utility industry, .

(2) Performance

The performance of microprocessor-based relays includes operating speed,

security and improved operating features. Relay software, ifsuitablyWritten, can provide
similar or enhanced performance compared to the performance of the presently available
electromechanical and solid-state relays.

(3) Reliability

Digital equipment is perceived to fail more frequently than· the components of

electromechanical relays. However, most microprocessor-based relays are designed to

monitor themselves at regular intervals by executing the software in conjunction with

pre-specified data and comparing the results with those expected from a properly
functioning device. In the event of the results differing from the expected values, the

microprocessor-based relays alert the operator of equipment failure or impending failure.

System reliability can be further increased by the relaymonitoring its peripherals. While

these features not only increase the reliability, they also increase the hardware and

software costs.

(4) Flexibility
Some microprocessor-based relays include multiple characteristics with an option

to select one of those characteristics. Because some of the inputs to the relays in a

substation are identical, a single transducer can provide input to all microprocessor-based

relays. It is also possible to design relays that can accept inputs from alternate devices in

case of failure of a transducer. These features increase the hardware and software costs

thatmust be justified by the improvements in system operation.

(5) Background tasks

Some microprocessors can handle communication functions with ease. Several

microprocessor-based relays and systems are designed to collect data and transmit it to a
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pre-specified location as a background task. Another task performed by. some
microprocessor-based relays is the post-fault analysis of the data collected during a fault

The relay computes distance of a fault and provides the information for use .by
.

maintenance personnel. Most microprocessor-based relays also locally collect

information on sequence of events, analyze it, and provide the details and the results to a

control computer.

(6) Byproducts

Microprocessor-based relays use digitized data that can be received .over fiber

optics links from electronic transducers installed in the substation. This approach reduces

cabling cost and provides impetus for developing unified monitoring and protection

systems in the future.

1.4. Objective of the research

As mentioned in previous sections, the protection of several elements of a power

system is of paramount importance, Transmission lines are generally protected by
distance relays. Several distance relays being used today estimate fundamental frequency

phasors from quantized values of voltage and current samples. When a fault occurs on a

transmission line, the acquired signals contain high frequency, exponential dc and

harmonic components, in addition to the fundamental frequency component, Therefore,

suitable filters are used for extracting the fundamental frequency component,

Most distance relays use filters that have fixed data windows of one cycle of the

nominal frequency. The filters estimate the fundamental frequency phasors .[5]. The

transient response of these filters is. one cycle and the impedance estimates do not
..

converge before this time. The consequence is that the trip time of the relay is usually in
the range of 1.0-1.5 cycles. However, it is possible to use different lengths of data

windows at different stagesofa disturbance, and reduce the trip times [5, 30, 31].

The objective of this research was to develop and test a distance relay using

digital filters of different data window lengths. The relay should be able to discriminate

between faults inside and outside the protection zone. The relay should not be affected
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by changing system parameters, such as source impedance, direction of power flow, and

by fault resistance. Also, the proposed relay should be implementable on commercially
available hardware.

1.5. Outline of the thesis

The thesis is organized in six chaptersand nine appendices. The first chapter
introduces the subject of the thesis and describes its organization. It also presents a brief .

background of power system protection and introduces the subject of microprocessor
based relays.

Chapter 2 gives an overview oftransmission line faults and the techniques used to

detect them. Distance protection -.
and impedance estimation are introduced. Fixed data.

window technique, which is the most commonly used technique in present day distance

relays, is discussed and its important characteristics are outlined.

An adaptive data window technique is proposed and developed in Chapter 3.

Basis for the selection of suitable lengths of the data windows, used in the technique, is

included. The technique requires that the inception of faults should be detected. Design
of a fault detector is described and its frequency response is discussed. Designs ofdigital
orthogonal filters and their frequency responses are discussed in this chapter. Two

protection algorithms, one using the adaptive data window and the other using fixed data

window, are described.

The adaptive and fixed data window algorithms were implemented by using the

MATLAB software. Chapter 4 describes various computational blocks involved in

implementing the algorithms. Two power system models - a test power system and a
.

portion of the SaskPower transmission networks, were used for generating data. The data

was obtained by simulating faults in the power systems by using EMTDC,

electromagnetic transient program. .Chapter 4 describes the procedure used in the

simulations; Comparison of some results obtained by the adaptive data window

techniquewith those obtained by the fixed data window technique is included.
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Implementation and testing of two distance relays on a general-purpose hardware

is presented in Chapter 5. One relay uses fixed data windows while the other relay uses

adaptive data windows. Both relays were tested using the Real-Time Playback Simulator

(RTPS) and data obtained from simulation studies. The data was obtained by simulating
a model of the SaskPower transmission network. Some results Comparing the

performance of the relays are presented in this chapter.

Chapter 6 presents a brief summary of the research conducted in this project, and

subsequently, outlines the important conclusions drawn from this project. Suggestions
for future work are also included in this chapter. This chapter is followed by a list of

references.

Appendix A gives the coefficients of the filters used for the fault detector that is

used in the proposed relay. The method of designing Least Error Square (LES) filters,
the filter. coefficients; and the frequency responses .

are presented in Appendix B.

Appendix C presents the design and frequency response of the anti-aliasing filter that is

used for off-line processing of simulated data.

The configuration and data of the power systems used for verifying the proposed

technique are listed in Appendix D. The EMTDCIPSCAD software, used for simulating
faults, is briefly described in Appendix E. Selected additional results, obtained from the

simulation studies, are presented in Appendix F. The procedure for testing the relaying

software, using Texas Instrwnents' TMS32Oc30 Evaluation Module, is described in

Appendix G� The Real-Time Playback Simulator (RTPS) used for testing the developed
distance relays is briefly described in Appendix H. Additional test results, which were

.

obtained from real-time testing ofthe relays, are provided in Appendix I.
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2. TRANSMISSION LINE PROTECTION

2.1. Introduction

A brief introduction to the concepts ofpower system protection and an overview

of microprocessor-based relays are presented in the previous chapter. Types of faults
..

experienced on transmission lines and protection schemes used for detecting these faults

are briefly described in this chapter. The protection schemes include overcurrent,

distance, phase comparison and directional protection.

A most commonly used phasor estimation technique in distance relays is

described in this chapter. The technique uses fixed length data windows to estimate

voltage and current phasors. Important characteristics of this technique are also

explained in this chapter.

2.2. Transndssion line Caults

Transmission line faults can result from insulation breakdown and mechanical

failures. These failures can result from contamination of insulators, lightning and other

natural events. Faults experienced on transmission lines consist ofopen circuit faults and

shunt faults [32, 33]. Open circuit faults can cause serious damage to equipment and can

be dangerous to human lives. However, shunt faults have more serious consequences.

As open circuit faults occur infrequently and are usually transformed into shunt faults by

subsequent events, most relay systems are specifically designed to detect shunt faults.

Several types of shunt faults can occur on three-phase power systems. These

faults can be classified in the following categories [34].
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1. Single phase to ground faults: This type of fault can be experienced when a short

circuit between one of the three phases and the ground occurs. From 65% to 75% of

all faults are of this type.

2. Phase to phase faults: This type of fault is encountered when two of the three phases .

are short circuited. From 20% to 25% of all transmission line faults are of this

category.

3. Two phase to ground faults: This type of fault can be experienced as a result of short

circuit of two of the three phases with the ground. From 1 ()OIG to 15% of all

transmission line faults are of this category.

4. Three phase faults: This type of fault is encountered when all the three phases are short

circuited. The short circuit mayor may not involve the ground. This type of fault is

relatively less common in power systems. From 3% to 5% of all shunt faults are of

. this category.

The majority of transmission line faults are accompanied by a fault resistance in

their path. Two major components of fault resistance are .arc resistance and ground
resistance [35, 36]. The fault resistance in ground faults comprises of arc and ground

.

resistance. However, fault resistance is entirely due to the resistance of the arc when the

fault does not involve ground.

2.3. Transmission line protection

Protecting transmission lines is the most complex and challenging task in power

system protection. Various parts of a power system and its associated equipment are
connected with transmission lines. Over the years, the lengths of lines and the power

.

they transmit have increased. These developments led to new problems that had to be

addressed. A transmission line is protected by overcurrent, distance or pilot relays, or by
a combination of these relays. The selection of the relays depends on the operating

voltage and length of the line, and the time within which the faulted line must be isolated.

A briefdescription ofthese relays is given in this section.
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2.3.1. Overeurrent protection

Overcurrent relays were one of the first and simplest protection schemes used to

protect transmission lines. These relays measure the currents in protected electrical

circuits and issue trip commands if a measured current is more than a threshold value.

The operating speed of these relays can be made inversely proportional to the magnitude
of current. Directional-overcurrent protection schemes use a combination of directional

and overcurrent units, and therefore, need to be coordinated only with the upstream and

downstream relay, looking in a direction of the selected circuit [1, 36]. These relays are

inexpensive and easy to readjust or even replace when a system changes.

2.3.2. Distanee protection

Distance relays are used for protecting lines connected in looped networks and,

medium and high voltage transmission lines. These relays estimate the impedance from

the relay location to the fault. The estimated impedance is compared with thresholds to

determine if a fault is in a protected zone or outside the zone. If it is determined that a

fault is in the protected zone, a command is issued by the relay to trip the line circuit .

breaker(s). Distance relays can have different operating characteristics for detecting if a
fault is in a protection zone [1, 2, 34,35].

The characteristics of a distance relay are generally described as a plot in the

impedance (resistance vs. reactance) plane. The simplest characteristic is a circle with its

center at the origin as shown in the Figure 2.1(a). This characteristic can bemodified in

different ways to obtain different characteristics. The origin can be shifted as shown in

the Figure 2.1(b). This type ofcharacteristics is known asmho characteristics. For faults

on the protected line, the measured impedances converge inside the relay operating
characteristic. The relay with mho characteristics will not respond to faults on the bus

side of the relay location. For those faults, the relay measurements provide impedances
that lie in the third quadrant of the impedance plane. Mho relays are most commonly
used for protecting transmission lines.
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Figure 2.1. Plot of (a) an impedance relay characteristic and (b) amho relay

characteristic.

Distance relays usually have three zones to provide primary, and backup
protection. Boundaries of protection zones of a typical distance relay are shown in

Figure 2.2. Zone 1 relays are set to operate for faults that occur in the:first 70-90% ofthe
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protected line. The remaining 30-10% of the line is not included. This avoids

unnecessary trippings of the relay due to inaccuracies of instrumentation transformers .
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Figure 2.2. Time-distance characteristics of a distance protection scheme.

Zone 1 tripping is considered instantaneous since time delay, TI, is small. Zone 2

relay is usually set to protect 100% of the line plus SO% of the shortest line emanating
from the remote bus. Time delay, T2, is generally 0.4 seconds. Zone 3 relay generally
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includes both lines plus 25% of the third
.

line. Zone 3 provides backup protection for

zone 1 and zone 2. Time delay, T3, is about 0.8 seconds,

When the overcurrent relays are not selective or take. too long to disconnect the

protected line, distance relays are considered. Distance relays are less affected by

changes in the generation capacity [35].

2.3.3. Pilot protection

Pilot relaying is used where high-speed tripping is required. These relays use

information on current or power flows; The information collected at a terminal is

transmitted to the other terminal using a communication channel. These relays respond
to faults on the entire line without unintentional delay and provide primary protection

.

only. The tripping of the circuit breakers at the line terminals is almost simultaneous,

thereby, permitting automatic reclosing. The combination of high-speed tripping and

reclosing allows electric power utilities to transmit more power while maintaining system

stability. Although pilot relaying is an excellent scheme for protecting lines, it is not

always cost effective because communication. links are required between the line

terminals.

The physical medium used for communications channels could be telephone type
circuits. (wire-pilot), power lines (carrier-pilot), microwave. channels (microwave-pilot),
or fiber optic cables. Different pilot protection methods have been devised. 'Ihey

exchange directional or phase information, derived from the quantitative parameters, over
the channel [34, 37].

2.3.3.1. Phase comparison protection

The phase comparison protection method compares phase coincidence of the

currents at the two ends of a line. If the currents at the terminals are relatively in phase,
an internal fault is indicated, and the line is tripped. If the currents at the line terminals

are relatively 1800 out ofphase, an external fault is indicated, and the line is not tripped.
Overcurrent relays are generally used. for starting phase comparison systems. This
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technique employs cross-correlation between the phase information of signals at. both

ends of the transmission line. A weaker correlation indicates that there is no fault while a.

stronger correlation indicates that there is a fault on the protected line. A phase
comparison protection method is.usually implemented as a blocking pilot system [37].
The channel is used only to prevent one or more terminals from tripping on external

faults. If a blocking command is not received, the circuit breaker of the line is tripped.

2.3.3.2. Directional comparison protection

The directional comparison protection technique compares the direction of the

power flow at the two terminals of the line. The information from a terminal is sent to

the other terminal over the communication channel. The direction of the power flow is

sensed by a set of fault detecting relays. If the power flow at both terminals is into the

line, an internal fault is indicated, and the line is tripped. Whereas, if the power flow at

both line terminals is not into the line, the fault is considered to be external, and the line

is not tripped. Generally, mho-type distance relays and sometimes directional

overcurrent relays are used to determine the direction of power flow. The type of

directional . comparison method is mainly· governed by the way they use the

communication channel. In 'blocking' method, the.channel is not required for tripping
operation, while in 'trip transfer' method, the channel is required for tripping circuit

breakers. Directional comparison 'unblocking' systems transmit a continuous blocking
.

signal except during internal faults [38].

2.4. Estimating impedance for distance protection

Six relay elements usually estimate impedance from the relay location to the fault.

Three elements measure impedance for phase-phase faults, and three elements measure

impedance for single phase to ground faults, If the estimated impedance by any'ofthe six

elements indicates an internal fault, the commands are issued to trip appropriate circuit

breakers.
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The impedance is estimated by providing appropriate voltage and current signals
to the relay elements. The inputs to the relay elements are chosen such that at least one

of the elements measures the positive-sequence impedance of the line from the relay
location to the fault Table 2.1 shows the relay elements and the corresponding voltage
and current signals used by them to compute impedances. . These signals are formed

using the fundamental frequency voltage and current phasors. Impedance is estimated by

dividing the relay voltage (Vr) with the relay current (Ir).

Table 2.1. Relay elements and signals used by them for estimating impedance.

Relay element Relay Voltage, Relay Current,
Vr Ir

AB VA-VB IA-IB

BC VB-VC IB-Ie

CA VC-VA Ie-IA

AO VA IA+3�

BO VB IB+3�
CO Vc Ie+3�

where,
A, B and C denote the three phases,
G denotes the ground,
VA, VB and Vc are the voltages ofA, B and C phases with respect to ground
respectively,
IA, IB and Ie are the currents in A, B and C phases respectively,
10 is the zero sequence current
k = (Zo - Zl)/Zt, and
Zo and Zl are the zero and positive sequence line impedances respectively.

AB, BC and CA relay elements are used for detecting three-phase, phase-to-phase
and two-phase-ground faults, whereas, AO, BO and CO elements are used for detecting

phase-ground faults.

The operating characteristic, shown in Figure 2.1 (b), was used in the work

reported in this thesis. Each element estimates the impedance; themeasurements are then

used to identify the location of the fault. If the impedance estimated by a relay element is

in the operating region ofthe characteristic, a trip signal is issued by that element.
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2.5. Fixed data window teehnique

In microprocessor-based distance relays, the voltages and currents at the relay
location are filtered through a low-pass anti-aliasing filter. The filtered signals are then

digitized using analog-to-digital converters. The digitized data are used for computing

voltage and current phasors, and apparent impedances.

The fixed data window technique is most commonly used for computing the

fundamental frequency phasors [5]. The technique is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Data

windows of one cycle of the fundamental frequency are generally used. Therefore,·

digital filters of one cycle-length are used for computing voltage and current phasors. As

a new sample is acquired, the datawindow is advanced by including the new sample and

discarding the oldest sample. The phasors are computed by progressively advancing the

window. The impedance is estimatedfor each set of computed phasors of voltages and

currents as discussed in Section 2.4. The impedance estimates are used in conjunction
with relay characteristics to check if the fault is in the protection zone or not. The outputs

ofthe relay elements are used in a trip logic circuit for issuing trip commands.

------------------------------���••

Sample windows of
one-cycle length

Figure 2.3. The fixed data window technique.
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This technique has acceptable accuracy in estimating phasors. As the length of

the window remains fixed to one cycle, transient response of the filters used in this

technique is about one cycle. Therefore, this technique does not provide correct

estimates ofvoltage and current phasors until one cycle after the inception of a fault. It

usually takes 1-1.5 cycles of the fundamental frequency to generate a trip command.

This is demonstrated in Chapters 4 and S.

2.6. Summary

An overview of transmission line faults has been presented in this chapter.
Various protection schemes to protect transmission lines have been briefly described.

The procedure for estimating impedances by six relay elements has been outlined. The

fixed data window technique, which is generally used for phasor computations in the .

present day distance relays, is described.
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3. THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

3.1. Introduction

Several types of relays, which are used for protecting transmission lines are

briefly explained in Chapter 2. Apparent impedance estimated by distance relays is also

explained. The fixed data window technique, which is generally used for computing
phasors in the commercially available distance relays, is described in Chapter 2.

Pertinent features ofthis technique are discussed.

This chapter describes the development of a new technique for providing
estimates of voltage and current phasors in times that are shorter than the time taken by

one-cycle data window algorithms. The technique requires a fault detector that

determines the incidence of each fault The fault detector used in the proposed technique
is described in this chapter. The proposed technique uses filters of adaptive data

windows lengths. Design of the digital filters used in the proposed technique and the

design of the fixed data window technique are presented in this chapter. Two protection

algorithms, one employing the adaptive data window technique and the other using a

fixed data window technique, were developed. These algorithms are described in this

chapter.

3.2. Fault detector

The proposed technique requires a fault detector to determine the inception of a

fault. At this time, several techniques are being used for this purpose. In these
.

techniques, the voltage and current phasors are estimated using different data windows

and compared for fault detection. The fault detector used in this research is described in

this section.
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It is not essential to accurately estimate the phasors because the detection of a

sudden change in one of the input signals could provide the required information. It is,

however, essential that the fault detector has a fast transient response. This can be
.

achieved by using a short data window algorithm, such as, those described in References

8 and 39. For the work reported in this thesis, the algorithm ofReference 8 was selected

for fault detection.

This algorithm is a three-sample window algorithm, which uses first and second

derivatives of the inputs to compute their peak values. In the algorithm, three samples of

the signal are taken at a pre-determined sampling rate as shown in Figure 3.1. If.

Equation (3.1) describes the signal, Bquations (3.2) and (3�3) represent its first and
.

second derivatives respectively.

v(t) = Vpsin(O>t+,)
where,

v(t)
Vp
co

,

(3.1)

is the instantaneous signal,
is the peak ofthe signal,
is the angular frequency of the signal and
is the initial phase of the signal.

1 1
k-2 k-l k-- k k+-· kt-l

2 2

Figure 3.1. Three-sample window algorithm [8].

v'(t)=co�cos4U+')
where,

v'(t) is the first derivative of v(t).

(3.2)
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v"(t) = -(l)2Vp sin(cot +cj)
where,

v"(t) is the second derivative of 11(t).

(3.3)

The derivatives defined by Equations (3.2) and (3.3) are approximated as [8]
, Vk+l - Vk-1

V =:: ------------
k

2aT

where,
V'i is the slope at J(h instant,
aT is the sampling time and

.

V1+1 and Vi-l are the samples at (k+l)th and (k-l)th instants respectively,

(3.4)

and

V' _VI
k+! k_!·

V" =os 2 2
k

aT
(3.5)

where, .

v"i is the second derivative at J(h instant and
.

m m

v'.� and v'
� are the derivatives of the signal at (k +� ) and (k - � J instants

respectively.
.

The first derivatives in Equation (3.5) are approximated as

(3.6)

and

(3.7)

Substituting the first derivatives represented by Equations (3.6) and (3.7) in
.

Equation (3.5) provides

" Vk+1 - 2Vk + Vk-1
V =:: --------------.-.......

k (aT)2

Substituting the approximations of derivatives defined by Equations (3.4) and

(3.8) in Equations (3.2) and (3.3) respectively, the following equations are obtained.

(3.8)
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v -v
V CO"" rot +.1\) = k+l k-l
p. "'\:

.

'I'
'lIilAT

and

(3.9)

Vk+l -2Vk +Vk_1
(roM')2

(3.10)

Equations (3.9) and (3.10) are used as follows to estimate the peak value of the

signal:

(3.11)

In the implementation of the fault detector, a sampling rate of 1200 Hz was used.

The magnitude response of the filters defined by Equations (3.9) and (3.10) are shown in

Figure 3.2. Coefficients of these filters are given in Appendix A. The real and imaginary

components of the fundamental frequency phasors ofvoltages and currents are calculated

bymultiplying the coefficients with the samples. The filters have a unity magnitude (or

25�------�------�------�------�------�

10

-

1- cosine 1- - sine

20

0)'

� 15

c:

g>
:!:

5

120 180

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.2. Magnitude response of the filters used in fault detection.
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0dB gain) at 60 Hz frequency as shown in Figure 3.2. The filters eliminate the de offset

but amplify the harmonics. However, the harmonics present in the signal are attenuated

by anti-aliasing filters. Therefore, the change in the estimated peak values of the phasor
is not significantly affected, and the fault-detection works well.

To detect the presence of a fault, the estimated peak values of the fundamental

frequency phasors calculated with the data of the present data window are compared with

the phasors calculated with the data of the immediately preceding data window. If the

differences between the phasor calculated :from the data of consecutive data windows are

more than a specified threshold, it is concluded that a fault has occurred. However, for

security reasons, the final decision is made only if three successive comparisons show

that the difference is more than the specified threshold. This procedure is applied to the

voltages and currents ofall phases. Therefore, six fault detectors are implemented; three
for voltages and three for currents. A fault is assumed to have occurred when any of the

fault detectors indicates the presence of a fault.

3.3. Adaptive data window technique

Each voltage and current is applied to a low-pass anti-aliasing filter and is then

quantized by an analog-to-digital converter..The quantized data are used for detecting the

inceptions of faults, computing voltage and current phasors, and calculating apparent

impedances.

3.3.1. Description

Once a fault inception is detected, computation of the phasors of voltages and

currents is started. The computations are started with a data window of ten samples. A

voltage signal of60 Hzwith pre- and post-fault samples, sampled at 1200 Hz, is shown in

Figure 3.3. This figure illustrates the technique by sliowing data windows of different

lengths as they are used at different instants.

Starting from the instant of fault detection, the immediately preceding ten samples
of an input form the first data window as is shown in Figure 3.3. This window would·
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include pre- and post-fault samples. The data window is advanced by one sample as a

new sample becomes available. The most recent sample is included in the window and

the oldest sample is discarded. The advancement of ten-sample window is continued for

thirteen samples after fault detection as is shown in Figure 3.3. After this, the adaptive
data window process is started. In this process, the data window size is progressively
increased by one sample as the new sample becomes available. The, increase in data

window size is continued until its length becomes equal to one cycle of the nominal

frequency. Thereafter, the data window size remains fixed at one cycle.

As the data window size is increased, the filters of appropriate lengths are used

for estimating fundamental frequency phasors. The computed phasors are then used for

estimating the impedances seen by various relay elements.

Adaptive data
windowing starts

... �., ,
,

First data
window of
10 samples

Fault

---_.......... ,

Figure 3.3. Adaptive data window technique.

3.3.2. Design ,issues

This section discusses the design issues associated with the proposed technique.
These issues include determination of the size of the first data window and the sampling
instant for starting the process ofusing adaptive data windows.
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1. It is desirable that the digital-filters, used for computing pbasors, have unity gain
at the fundamental frequency, and zero gain at all other frequencies. It is also desirable

that the filters should have minimum delay. As - the length of the filter is increased, its

magnitude response becomes closer to the desired response, whereas, its phase response

becomes slower. A compromise, therefore, becomes essential for selecting the first data
window. After investigating the responses of filters of different orders, 10th order filters
were selected for starting the phasor computations because they were found to be the

most appropriate. The length of the first data window was, therefore, selected as ten

samples.

2. In the proposed technique, it is important to determine the sampling instant for

starting the process of using adaptive data windows. It is desirable that the adaptive
windows include only post-fault samples. The presence of one ormore pre-fault samples
in the adaptive windows may affect the phasor estimates adversely. Therefore, after fault

detection, the data window must be advanced before starting the process of using

adaptive data windows. The ten-sample data window is, therefore, advanced for at least

ten samples. For additional security, it was decided that the ten-sample window be

advanced for thirteen samples after the fault detection.

3.4. Design ofmters

The proposed technique requires that orthogonal filters of different lengths be

designed for extracting the fundamental frequency phasors of voltages and currents.

Orthogonal filters are also to be designed for the technique using fixed data windows.

For protective relaying,
-

a variety of filter design methods have been proposed in the

literature. However, the Least Error Squares (LES) method [40] was selected for the

filter design. This is a curve-fitting technique and is based on minimizing the mean

square error between actual and assumed signals. The design process allows the user to

specify the signal composition, the sampling rate, and the data window length. The data

window length limits the number of components that can be assumed in the signal

composition. This method is described in Appendix B.
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LES filters ofdifferent data window lengths were designed and their coefficients

were stored for estimating the fundamental frequency phasors. A fundamental frequency
of 60 Hz was assumed and a sampling frequency of 1200 Hz was used in the design of
the filters. Table 3.1 shows the signal composition that was assumed for designing the

LES filters.

Table 3.1. Signal compositions assumed for filter design.

Order of the DC DC Fundamental 3rd 5th
filter decay frequency harmonic harmonic

10 X X X

11 X X X

12 X X X

13 X X X X

14 X X X X

15 X X X X

16 X X X X

17 X X X X

18 X X X X

19 X X X X

20 (1st) X X X X

20(2� X X X X X

X" denotes that the component is assumed

For the design of 10th, 11th and 12th order filters, the signal is assumed to contain

dc, fundamental frequency and third harmonic components. For 13th and higher order

filters, the signal is assumed to contain dc, fundamental frequency, third harmonic and

fifth harmonic components. The dc component is assumed to be constant for all filters of

one cycle data window. This was done to limit the amplification of the harmonic and

sub-harmonic components in the signal. Two 20th order filters were designed. In the first
20th order filter, the de component was assumed to remain constant In the second 20th

order filter, the de component was assumed to be decaying. This filter replaces the first

20th order filter two samples after the data window size becomes twenty samples. The
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second 20th order LES filters is also used in the relay when the fixed data window

technique is applied.

The coefficients of the LES filters, which are used for estimating the real and

imaginary components of the fundamental frequency phasors of voltages and currents in

the adaptive and fixed data window techniques, are given in Appendix B.

3.4.1. Frequency responses

The magnitude response of the designed LES filters were calculated to check the

amplification and/or attenuation of non-fundamental frequencies. The responses of the

filters are examined in this section, The magnitude responses of the remaining LES

orthogonal filters are presented in Appendix B. The voltage and current signals are

processed by an anti-aliasing filter before the samples are taken, quantized and then used

by the LES filters. The combined magnitude response of the anti-aliasing and LES filters

were also checked. The anti-aliasing filter is a 6th order low-pass Butterworth filter,
which was used for the simulation studies reported in this thesis (Chapter 4). The

combined response of the anti-aliasing filter and selected LES filters is also presented in

this section.

Figure 3.4 shows the magnitude response of the 10th order orthogonal LES filters.

This figure shows that the filters have unity gain at 60 Hz. These filters are capable of

eliminating the frequency components, which were assumed to be present' in the signal. .

This figure also shows that these filters amplify some frequencies. This amplification
does not significantly affect the phasor computations because the anti-aliasing filter

attenuates those frequencies to a large extent. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5, which

shows the combined response of the anti-aliasing filter and the 10th order LES filters.

The higher frequencies are sufficiently attenuated, and therefore, the higher frequency
. components do not significantly affect the accuracy of the phasor estimates.
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Figure 3.4. Magnitude response ofthe 10th order LES orthogonal filters.
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Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the magnitude responses of the 15th order and 20th(lst)
order LES filters. These filters have unity gain at 60 Hz. The filters are capable of

eliminating the frequency components, which were assumed to be present in the signal.
It should be noted that the gain at the non-fundamental frequencies is decreased as the

order of the filter is increased. Therefore, the combined response of the anti-aliasing
filter and these filters becomes better as the order of the filter is increased.

Figures 3.8 shows the magnitude response of the 20th(2nd) order orthogonal LES
filters. These filters have unity gain at 60 Hz. The filters are capable of eliminating the

frequency components, which were assumed to be present in the signal. It is observed

that the gain at some of the non-fundamental frequencies has increased when compared
with the response of the 20th(1 st) order LES filters. This is because the decaying de

component has been included in the design of the 20th(2� order LES filters. However,
the combined response of the anti-aliasing filter and the 20'200) order filters, shown in
Figure 3.9, becomes better. Therefore, inclusion of de-decay component does not affect
the phasor estimates.
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3.5. Protection algorithms

Two algorithms were developed for distance protection oftransmission lines. The

first algorithm is based on the adaptive data window technique, described in Section 3.3.

The second algorithm is based on the fixed data window technique, described in Section

2.5. The fixed data window algorithm was developed for comparing its performance
with that of the adaptive data window algorithm. These algorithms use the phase

voltages and currents sampled simultaneously at a predefined sampling rate. Various

procedural steps followed in the algorithms are outlined in the following sections.

3.5.1. Adaptive data window-based algorithm

The adaptive data window-based algorithm is divided into two parts. The first

part includes fault detection and the second part includes the fault location. Figure 3.10

displays a flowchart, which illustrates procedural steps for accomplishing fault detection

and fault location. The following steps are performed in the algorithm.

L Initialize the fault indicator, FAULT; the trigger indicator, TRIGGER; the

window size, WINDOW; and the counter, COUNTER, for deciding the window

size.

2. Check if it is time to sample voltages and currents. If it is, proceed to the Step 3.

Otherwise, wait until it is time to take samples.

3. Sample and quantize phase voltages and currents.

4. Check FAULT for fault indication. IfFAULT is greater than or equal to three as

described in Section 3.2, go to Step 9.

5. Estimate the peak values of the phase voltages and currents using the quantized

sample in themost recent data window and the fault detection filters, described in

Section 3.2.

6. Retrieve from memory the peak estimates of the phase voltages and currents

calculated from the samples in the immediately preceding datawindow.
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START

FAULT = 0, TRIGGER = 0,
COUNTER = 0,WINDOW = 10

(tromp. 38)
Obtain a set ofsamples

Yes

(contd. on next page)

Estimate the peak values of60 Hz voltage and current
signals using the latest set of samples

Retrieve the peak value estimates for the window
immediately preceding the present window

Calculate the difference between the peak values
estimated in previous two steps

Yes

FAULT = FAULT + 1FAULT=O

Figure 3.10. Flow chart ofproposed algorithm - Fault detection.
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(contd. :from previous page)

COUNTER = COUNTER + 1

wad filter coefficients corresponding toWINDOW

Compute 60 Hz voltage and current phasors

Calculate apparent impedances using six relay elements

TRIGGER = 0

TRIGGER = TRIGGER + 1

(contd. on next page)

Figure 3.10 (eontd.). Flow chart ofproposed algorithm - Fault location.
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(contd. from previous page)

No

Set TRIP_8IGNAL tomGH Hold TRIP_SIGNAL to LOW

Figure 3.10 (conteL). Flow chart ofproposed algorithm - Fault location.

7. Compare the peak estimated in Steps 5 and 6. If the difference between them is

greater than THRESHOLD, increment FAULT by one. Otherwise, reduce

FAULT to zero.

8. Go to Step 4.

9. Increment COUNTER used for deciding the window size.

10. IfCOUNTER is greater than 14 and less than 25, increment WINDOW by one.

11. Select the LES filter coefficients corresponding to the window size indicated by
WINDOW.

12. Compute the 60 Hz voltage and current phasors using the most recent set of

samples.

13. Calculate the apparent impedances using the six relay elements, described in

Section 2.4.

14. Check whether any of the impedances calculated in Step 13 is less thanor equal
to the impedance setting, ZSET, specified using the relay operating
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characteristics. If it is, increment TRIGGER by one. Otherwise, reduce

TRIGGER to zero.

15. Check the value ofTRIGGER; ifTRIGGER for any relay element is greater than

or equal to four, set TRIP_SIGNAL of that relay element to HIGH. Otherwise,
hold TRIP_SIGNAL to LOW.

16. Revert to Step 2;

This algorithm is executed until a trigger signal is sent to the trip logic for a fault
in the protection zone of the relay. However, computations of the impedances start only
when the fault detector gives an indication ofa fault. Ifa fault is experienced outside the

protection zone and is detected by the fault detector, the relay computes the apparent

impedances as long as the circuit breaker on the faulted circuit is opened and the fault is

cleared.

3.S.1.1. Computations

Various computations performed by the adaptive data window-based relay are

described in this section. These computations detect faults, locate faults and implement a

trip-logic. The output from the fault location module is applied to the trip-logic for

making the "TRIP I N()';'TRIP" decision.

Fault detection

A three-samplewindow algorithm, described in Section 3.2, is used for estimating
fundamental frequency phasors. A sampling frequency of 1200 Hz was used in this

work. At each sampling instant, voltageand current samples, obtained from each phase
of the power system, are quantized and then used for estimating the peak values. Two

most recent sets of peak values of the phase voltages and currents are used for fault

detection. If the difference between the peak values of any of the phase voltages and/or

currents is more than a specified threshold for three successive times, the fault detector

gives an indication of a fault. For the studies reported in this thesis, the threshold is set to

be 15% of the peak value estimated during the immediately preceding window. The fault
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detector continuously estimates and compares the peak values until a fault is indicated. If

a fault is indicated, the fault locationmodule is activated.

Fault location

Once the fault detector indicates a fault, the execution of the steps for fault

location is started. The adaptive data window technique, described in Section 3.3, is used

for selecting the size of the datawindow. A sampling frequency of 1200 Hz is used. The

voltage and current phasors are computed by using a set oforthogonal filters designed for
the selected window size. The computed phasors are used for estimating the impedance
for implementing the relay elements described in Section 2.4. The estimated impedances
are used in the relay characteristics for deciding the locationof the fault. The relay
characteristics used for the work reported in this thesis is shown in Figure 3.11. This

characteristic is known as the mho characteristic. If the impedance estimated by the relay
element lie inside the operating region of the relay characteristics for four successive

times, the fault is assumed to have occurred on the protected line. Therefore, a

TRIP_SIGNAL, representing the 'decision of this relay element is set to logic HIGH.

This signal is used in the trip logic for isolating the faulted section.

Line impedance

�- Impedance setting

Resistance

Figure 3.11. Mho relay operating characteristics.
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Trip-logic

The trip-logic, shown in Figure 3.12, combines the decisions made by all the relay
elements by using an OR gate logic circuit, and provides the final decision. In this figure,
six TRIP_SIGNALs representing the decision from the six relay elements are connected

to the input of the OR gate. If any input is HIGH, the output of the OR gate becomes

HIGH. Otherwise, the output is LOW. The output from the trip-logic is applied to the

trip circuit ofthe circuit breaker(s) when a fault is on the protected line.

TRIP_8IGNAL[I]--- ""

TRIP_8IGNAL[2] ----oooM
TRIP_8IGNAL[3] ---�....

TRIP_8IGNAL[4]----....

TRIP_8IGNAL[S] ----....,
TRIP_8IGNAL[6] ------IIW

Figure 3.12. Trip logic.

3.5.2. Fixed data window-based algorithm

The fixed data window-based algorithm uses the fixed data window technique,
described in Section 2.5. Figure 3.13 displays a flowchart, which illustrates the

algorithm. The following steps are performed in the algorithm.

1. Initialize the trigger indicator, TRIGGER.

2. Load the coefficients of the LES filter, described in Section 3.4, to be used for

fixed data window technique.

3. Check if it is time to sample voltages and currents, Ifit is, proceed to the Step 4...

Otherwise, wait until it is time to take samples.

4. Sample and quantize phase voltages and currents,

5. Compute the 60 Hz voltage and current phasors using the most recent set of

samples and the filter coefficients loaded in step 2.
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START

TRIGGER = 0,

Load fixed data window filter coefficients (from next page)

Obtain a set of samples

Compute 60 Hz voltage and current phasors

Calculate apparent impedance using the six relay
.. elements

TRIGGER = 0

TRIGGER = TRIGGER + 1

(contd. on next page)

Figure 3.13. Flow chart of fixed data window-based algorithm.
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(contd. from previous page)

No

Set TRIP_SIGNAL tomGH Hold TRIP_8IGNAL to LOW

(contd. on previous page)

Figure 3.13 (contd.). Flow chart of fixed data window-based algorithm

6. Calculate the apparent impedances. using the six relay elements, described in

Section 2.4.

7. Check whether any of the impedances calculated in Step 6 is less than or equal to

the impedance setting, ZSET, specified using the relay operating characteristics.

If it is, increment TRIGGER by one. Otherwise, reduce TRIGGER to zero.

8. Check the value ofTRIGGER; ifTRIGGER for any relay element is greater than

or equal to four, set TRIP_SIGNAL of that relay element to IDGH. Otherwise,
hold TRIP_SIGNAL to LOW.

9. Go to Step 3.

This algorithm is executed continuously by the relay until a trip signal is sent to

the trip logic for a fault in the protection zone of the relay. However, the relay

continuously computes the impedances as long as the circuit breaker on the faulted circuit

is opened and a signal to this effect is received by the relay.
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3.5.2.1. Computations

Various computations performed by the fixed data window-based relay are briefly
described in this section.

A fixed window size of one-cycle of the fundamental frequency is used for

computing the phasors of voltages and currents. At each sampling instant, voltage and

current 'samples obtained from each phase of the power system are sampled and

quantized. A sampling frequency of 1200 Hz is used. The coefficients of the orthogonal
filters, designed off-line in Section 3.4, are used for computing phasors. The computed

phasors are used for estimating impedances as seen by the six relay elements that are

described Section 2.4. The estimated impedances are compared with the relay
characteristics shown in Figure 3.11. If the impedance estimated by the relay element is

inside the operating region of the relay characteristic for four successive times, a fault is

assumed to have occurred on the protected line. Therefore, a TRIP_SIGNAL,

representing the decision ofthe relay element, is set to logic mGH. This signal is used in

the trip-logic for isolating the faulted section.

3.6. Summary

A new technique for estimating the apparent impedances has been presented in

this chapter. The technique requires a fault detector to detect the incidence of a fault and

uses adaptive data windows for computing' phasors. Design issues associated with the

technique have been outlined. Design of filters, used in the proposed technique, has been
described and a discussion of their frequency responses has been included in the chapter.
The filters used in the fixed data window technique have also been described

An algorithm based on the adaptive data window technique has been developed
and explained. For performance comparison, an algorithm based on the fixed data

window technique has also been developed and explained. This algorithm is generally
used in the commercially available distance relays. Computations performed by these

algorithms have been described.
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4. SIMULATION STUDIES

4.1. Introduction

The proposed. technique for distance. protection of transmission lines was

presented in Chapter 3. Algorithms for fault detection and phasor estimation were also

described in that chapter. Two different power systems were used to verify the validity
ofthe proposed technique and to compare its results with those provided by the fixed data
window technique. Different power system operating conditions were considered. Fault

data were obtained by simulating faults in the power systems by using EMTDC [41] - an

electromagnetic transient program. This chapter describes the procedure used in the

simulations, presents the results obtained by the proposed technique and compares them

with those obtained by the fixed data window technique.

4.2. System modeUng

The data for testing the proposed technique were generated on a Sun SPARC

workstation using the EMTDCIPSCAD software. Two power system models were

selected for generating the data. The first system was a test power system. The second

system was a part of the transmission system of SaskPower that includes the Brada

substation. These power systems are described in the following sections.

4.2.1. Test pOwer system

The test power system used in this project is shown in Figure 4.1. The system

consists of two SookV generating stations that are interconnected by a transmission link.
.

It is assumed that a distance relay is provided at Bus 2 as shown in Figure 4.1. The first
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zone of the relay is set to protect 80% of the 150 Ian long line k. The parameters of the

electrical components of the test power system are given in Appendix D.

Transmission lines

Bus 1 Bus 3

@
L} Relay �

120kms

VL-L protection zone VlrL
SOOL-l00kV

500 L OOkV

lS0kms lS0kms

Figure 4.1. Test power system simulated for obtaining data.

4.2.2. Model ofSaskPower system

The configuration ofa reduced model ofthe power system ofSaskPower was also

used for testing the proposed technique. Figure 4.2 shows the equivalent power system
and some parameters of its components. The system consists of two subsystems; one

system consists of sources, load and 230 kV lines. The second subsystem consists of two

sources and two 138 kV transmission lines. The two subsystems are connected together

by two three-winding three-phase 1ransformers. The data for the system model were

obtained from SaskPower. A distance relay, R, is assumed to have been provided at Bus

CCK. The relay is set to protect 80 % of the 189.8 Ian line CCK. Details of the system

parameters are provided in Appendix D.
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Generator at
North Battleford

G(GLN) Equivalent
generator at
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BusNBF

Single
circuit line

Double
circuit line

G(CCK)
Equivalent
Generator at
Coteau Creek

B2NG. 6.208lans BusGLN

Equivalent
motor load at
MillerWestem

BusMWS

1 st protection zone
153.328 kms .

LMR, IS2.28 kms

B2LC. 1.76 kms
BusLMR

CCK., 189.9 kms

�----�--�----�G(LMR)
Equivalent

Generator at

Lloydminister

CCI{

Figure 4.2. Amodel ofthe SaskPower system used in simulations for obtaining fault
data.

4.3. Signal processing

The power system models described in the previous section were used in the

simulation studies. A brief overview of the EMTDCIPSCAD software, which was used

for simulating power systems, is given in Appendix E. This section describes the

computational blocks ofthe simulation studies.

Figure 4.3 shows the arrangement of the computational blocks used in simulation
studies. The flow of power system data through various blocks is shown in this figure.
For comparing the proposed technique with the fixed data window technique, phasor

computations were performed by using the fixed and adaptive data window algorithms.
Two sets of impedance calculations were obtained in this manner for each fault

simulation case. The adaptive and fixed data window algorithms, described in Sections

3.5.1 and 3.5.2, were implemented by using theMATLAB software.
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Power system Anti-aliasing' Re-sampling
simulation

-
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. filter
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at 1200 Hz
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- window -

I \ LES filters
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...... Impedance· � Trip Trip
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�
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.._------

.

...: �lXed data !
: WIndow filters :
�-----------------

Figure 4.3. Computational blocks used for simulation studies.

The simulation data, which included phase voltages and currents at the relay
location, were recorded using a time-step of 41.67 microseconds (or a frequency of 24

kHz). This time-step provides a reasonable approximation to the analog signals. The

output from the EMTDC were then pre-processed using digital equivalents of a 6th order

low-pass Butterworth anti-aliasing filter. The filtered data were re-sampled at 1200 Hz.

The cut-off frequency of 200 Hz was selected to avoid aliasing. The filter was

implemented using the MATLAB.software..Details of the anti-aliasing filter are given in

AppendixC.

A fault detector is used in the proposed technique to detect the inception of a

fault. The fault detector, which uses a 3-sample algorithm, is explained in Section 3.2.

An algorithm for the fault detector, described in Section 3.5.1, was implemented using
the MATLAB software. In the algorithm, the peak values of fundamental frequency

.

phasors are estimated by using the present data window and the window immediately

preceding it. If the difference between the estimated peak values of any phasor is more

than a specified threshold, a fault was assumed to have occurred. However, for security

reasons, final indication of the fault was only given if three successive comparisons show

that the difference is more than the specified threshold. For the simulation studies, the

threshold was set at 15% of the peak value estimated by using the data of the window
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immediately preceding the present window. The indication of the fault initiated the

adaptive window filtering process and impedance calculations.

The Least Error Squares (LES) algorithm was used in the adaptive and fixed data

window techniques. The algorithm computed the pbasors of the fundamental frequency

component from data sampled at 1200 Hz. The algorithms used in the fixed and adaptive
data window techniques were implemented using the MATLAB software. The

coefficients of the filters were stored in a file inAscn format.

The impedances were estimated by the six relay elements using the computed
pbasors. The estimated impedances were then used in the trip logic to verify if the fault
is in the protection zone or not. This verification was done using the operating
characteristics of the relay elements, described in Section 3.5.1.1. For security reasons, a

trip signal was issued only if the four successive apparent impedances computed by a

relay elementwere found to be in the protection zone.

4.4. Simulation results

Power system models, shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, were simulated for

generating data to check the performance of the proposed technique. Different types of

faults were simulated at various locations in the power systems, and the voltages and

currents at the relay locations were recorded in data files. The effects of fault resistance

and changes in the system operating conditions on the performance of the proposed

technique were also studied. The performance of the proposed technique was compared
with the perfonnance of the fixed data window technique. Selected test results are

presented in this section. Additional test results are presented in Appendix F.

4.4.1. Test power system

Different types of faults were simulated on the power system, shown in Figure
4.1. The faults were simulated by including a fault resistanceofdifferentmagnitudes and

by changing the Equivalent Source Impedance Ratio (ESIR). These faults were

simulated inside and outside the protection zone of the relay.
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4.4.1.1. Internal faults

Phase 'a' to ground fault .

A phase "a' to ground fault with a fault resistance of 10 ohms was simulated on

line Ia, The location of fault was 30 kms from the relay location. The initial power flow

was from 01 to 02 and the ESIR was one. The inception of the fault was detected 4.17

ms (five samples) after the occurrence of the fault. This fault was detected as a fault in

the first zone by the AO relay element Figure 4.4 shows the trajectories of the fault

impedances as seen by the AO relay element when the adaptive and fixed data window

techniques were used. It can be seen that when the adaptive window technique was used,
the apparent impedance entered the operating zone of the relay twelve samples after the

occurrence of the fault and, therefore, this relay took 13.3 ms for issuing a trip command.

When the fixed window technique was used, the apparent impedance entered the

operating zone nineteen samples after the occurrence of the fault and, therefore, it took

19.17 IDS to issue a trip command. This shows that the transient response ofthe proposed

technique is faster and its time to trip is shorter. It is interesting to note that the

converged values of the seen impedances computed by using the adaptive and fixed data

window techniques are identical.
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Figure 4.4. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for a phase 'a' to ground fault on line
14 at 30 kms from the relay location.

Phase 'b' to phase 'e' rault
A phase 'h' to phase 'e' fault with a fault resistance of 5 ohms was simulated on

line 14. The location ofthe fault was 90 kms from the relay. The initial power flow was

from 01 to 02 and the ESIR was one. The inception of the fault was detected 5.0ms (six

samples) after the occurrence of the fault.· This fault was detected as a fault in the first

zone by the BC relay element Figure 4.5 shows the trajectories of the fault impedances
as seen by the BC relay element when the adaptive and fixed data window techniques
were used. . It can be seen that when the adaptive window technique was.used, the

apparent impedance entered the operating zone of the relay thirteen samples after the

occurrence of the fault and, therefore, this relay took 14.17 ms for issuing a trip
command. Whereas, when the fixed window technique was used, the seen impedance
entered the operating zone twenty-three samples after the occurrence of the fault and,

therefore, it took 22.5 ms to issue a trip command. This shows that the transient response

of the proposed technique is faster and its time to trip is shorter. It is interesting to note
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that the converged values of the seen impedances computed by using the adaptive and

fixed data window techniques are identical.

60

-

(I) 50
E
s::.
0

40-

CD
o
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S 30
o
as

Adaptive data windowCD
a: 20

technique (13th sample
after the fault)

10

0

Figure 4.5. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedance for a phase 'h' to phase 'e' fault on
line� at 90 kms from the relay location.

Phase 'e' and phase 'a' to ground fault
A solid two phase to ground fault, involving phases 'e' and 'a', was simulated on

line Ls, The location of the fault was 110 kms from the relay. The initial power flow

was from 02 to 01 and the ESIR was one. The inception of the fault was detected 5.0 ms

(six samples) after the occurrence of the fault This fault was detected as a fault in the

first zone by the AO, CO and CA relay elements. However, the AO relay element in the

adaptive data window-based relay and the CA relay element in the fixed data window

based relay took least time to issue trip commands. Figure 4.6 shows the trajectories of

the fault impedances as seen by the AO and CA relay elements. It can be seen that when

the adaptive window technique was used, the apparent impedance entered the operating
zone of the relay thirteen samples after the occurrence of the fault and, therefore, this

Fixed data window
* technique (23th sample
I after the fault)

I
1
/
/

-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 .10 20

Resistance (ohms)
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relay took 14.17 ms for issuing a trip command. When. the fixed window technique was

used, the apparent impedance entered the operating zone twenty-three samples after the

occurrence of the fault and, therefore, this relay took 22.5 ms to issue a trip command.

This shows that the transient response of the proposed technique is faster and its time to

trip is shorter. It is interesting to note that the converged values of the seen impedances
computed by using the adaptive and fixed data window techniques are identical.
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Figure 4.6. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for a phase 'c' and phase 'a' to
ground fault on linek at 110 kms from the relay location.

Three-phase fault
A three-phase fault was simulated on line k. The location of the fault was 60

kms from the relay. The initial power flow was from O. to 02 and the ESIR was 0.01.

The inception ofthe fault was detected 4.17 ms (five samples) after the occurrence of the

fault This fault was detected as a fault in the first zone by the AB, BC and CA relay
elements. However, the AB relay elements took least time for issuing the trip commands

when the adaptive and fixed data window techniques were used. Figure 4.7 shows the
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trajectories of the fault impedances as seen by the AB relay element It can be seen that

when the adaptive window technique was used, the apparent impedance entered the

operating zone of the relay ten samples after the occurrence of the fault and, therefore,
this relay took 11.67 ms for issuing a trip command. When the fixed window technique
was used, the apparent impedance entered the operating zone eighteen samples after the

occurrence of the fault and, therefore, this relay took 18.33 ms to issue a trip command.

This shows that the transient response of the proposed technique is faster and its time to

trip is shorter. It is interesting to note that the converged values of the seen impedances
computed by using the adaptive and fixed data window techniques are identical.
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Figure 4.7. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for a three-phase fault on line� at
60 kms from the relay location.

Phase 'e' to ground fault
A solid phase 'e' to ground fault was simulated on line � at a distance of 60 kms

.

from the relay. The initial power flow was from 01 to 02 and the ESIR was 100. The

inception of the fault was detected 4.17 ms (five samples) after the occurrence of the
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fault This fault was detected as a fault in the first zone by the CO relay element. Figure
4.8 shows the trajectories of the fault impedances as seen by the CO relay element when

the adaptive and fixed data Window techniques were used. It can be seen that when the

adaptive window technique was used, the apparent impedance entered the operating zone

of the relay fourteen samples after the occurrence of the fault and, therefore, this relay
took 15.0 IDS for issuing a trip command. When the fixed window technique was used,
the seen impedance entered the operating zone twenty-three samples after the occurrence

of the fault and, therefore, this relay took 22.5 IDS to issue a trip command. This shows

that the transient response of the proposed technique is faster and its time to trip is

shorter. It is interesting to note' that the converged values of the seen impedances

computed by using the adaptive andfixed data window techniques are identical.
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Figure 4.8. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for a phase 'e' to ground fault on line
� at 60 kms from the relay location.
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4.4.1.2. External Caults

Phase 'a' to phase 'b' fault

A phase 'a' to phase 'h' fault was simulated on line � at a distance of 130 lans

from the relay. This fault is outside the first zone of the relay. The initial power flow in

this case was from 02 to 01 and the ESIR was one. The inception of the fault was

detected 5.0 ms (six samples) after the occurrence ofthe fault. This fault was detected as

a fault outside the first zone of the relay by all relay elements including the AB relay.

Figure 4.9 shows the trajectories of the fault impedances as seen by the AB relay element

when the adaptive and fixed data window techniques were used.. It is observed that the

impedances seen by the relay elements converged outside the operating region of the

relay. Therefore, this led to the decision that the fault was outside the first zone of the

relay and no trip command was issued. It is. interesting to note that the apparent

impedances computed by using the adaptive and fixed data window techniques
converged to identical values.
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Figure 4.9. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for a phase 'a' to phase 'b' fault on
.

line � at 130 kms from the relay location.
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Phase 'b' and phas.e 'e' to groUDd fault
A solid two-phase to ground fault, involving phases 'b' and 'c', was simulatedon

line Ll. The location of the fault was 20 kms from the relay. This fault is outside the first

zone and in the reverse direction of the relay. The initial power flow in this case was

from 02 to 0] and the ESIR was one. The inception of the fault was detected 5.0 ms (six

samples) after the occurrence of the fault. This fault was detected as a fault outside the

first zone of the relay by all relay elements including the BC, BO and CO relays. Figure
4.10 shows the trajectories of the fault impedances as seen by the BC relay element when

the adaptive and fixed data window techniques were used. It is'observed that impedances
seen by the relay elements converged in the third quadrant of the impedance plane which

is outside the operating region of the relay. Therefore, this led to the decision that the

fault was outside the first zone of the relay. and no trip command was issued. It is

interesting to note that the apparent impedances computed by using the adaptive and

fixed data window techniques converged to identical values.
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Figure 4.10. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for a phase 'b' to phase 'b'fault on

line Ll at 20 km.s from the relay location.
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4.4.2. Model ofSaskPower system

Various types of faults were simulated on the SaskPower system, shown in Figure
4.2. Faults were simulated inside as well as outside the protection zone of the relay. The

faults were simulated for theminimum generation and maximum generation levels. Fault

resistance was included in some simulations.

4.4.2.1. Internal faults

Phase fe' to ground fault
A solid phase, 'c' to ground fault was simulated on the line CCK at a distance of

100 kms from the relay location. This fault was simulated for minimum generation level

of the system. The inception of the fault was detected 4.17 ms (five samples) after the

occurrence of the fault, This fault was detected as a fault in the first zone of the CO relay
element Figure 4.11 shows the trajectories of the fault impedances as seen by the CO

relay element when adaptive and fixed data window techniques were used. The

trajectories show that, when the adaptive window technique was used, the apparent

impedance entered the operating zone of the relay 10 ms (twelve samples) after the

occurrence of the fault, and it took 12.5 ms for issuing a trip command. When the fixed

window technique was used, the apparent impedance entered the operating zone 17.5 ms

(twenty-one samples) after the occurrence of the fault, and it took 20.0 ms for issuing a

trip command. The transient response of the proposed technique is faster and it takes

shorter time to trip. In this case also, the converged values of the apparent impedances
, computed by using the adaptive and fixed data window techniques are identical.
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Figure 4.11. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for a phase 'e' to ground fault on
line CCK at 100 kms from the relay location.

Phase 'a' and phase 'b' to ground fault
A two phase to ground fault, involving phases 'a' and 'h' and a' fault resistance of

10 ohms, was simulated on line CCK. The location of the fault was 20 kms from the

relay location. This fault was simulated for maximum generation level of the system.

The inception of the fault was detected 4.17 ms (five samples) after the occurrence ofthe

fault. This fault was detected as a fault in the first zone of the AO, BO and AB· relay
elements. However, the BO relay element in the adaptive and fixed data window-based

relays took the least time for issuing trip commands. Figure 4.12 shows the trajectories
of the fault impedances as seen by the BO relay element The trajectories show that,

when the adaptive window technique was used, the apparent impedance entered the

operating zone of the relay 5.83 ms (seven samples) after the occurrence of the fault, and

it took 8.33 ms for issuing a trip command. When the fixed window technique was used,
the apparent impedance entered the operating zone 9.16 ms (eleven samples) after the

occurrence of the fault, and it took 11.67 ms for issuing a trip command. The transient
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response of the proposed technique is faster and it takes shorter time to trip. In this case

also the converged values of the apparent impedances computed by using the adaptive
and fixed data window techniques are identical.
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Figure 4.12. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for a phase 'a' and phase 'b' to
ground fault on line CCI( at 20 kms from the relay location.

Three-phase fault

A three-phase fault, involving all the three phases 'a', 'h' and 'e', was simulated on

line CCK.. The location of the fault was 140 kms from the relay. This fault was

simulated for maximum generation level of the system. The inception of the fault was

detected 4.17 ms (five samples) ··after the occurrence of the fault. This fault was detected

as a fault in the first zone ofthe AB, BC and CA relay elements. However, the AB relay
element in the adaptive and fixed data window-based relays took the least time for

issuing trip commands. Figure 4.13 shows the 1rajecrories of the fault impedances as

seen by the AB relay element. The trajectories show that, when the adaptive window

technique was used, the apparent impedance entered the operating zone of the relay 10.83

ms (thirteen samples) after the occurrence of the fault, and it took 13.33 ms for issuing a
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trip command When the fixed window technique was used, the apparent impedance
entered the operating zone 18.33 IDS (twenty-two samples) after the occurrence of the

fault, and it took 20.83 IDS for issuing a trip command. The transient response of the

proposed technique is faster and it takes shorter time to trip. In this case also the

converged values of the apparent impedances computed by using the adaptive and fixed

data window techniques are identical.
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Figure 4.13. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for a three-phase fault on line CCK.
at 140 kms from the relay location.

Phase 'e' to phase 'a' fault
A phase 'c' to phase 'a' fault with a fault resistance of20 ohm was simulated on

line CCK. The location ofthe fault was 20 kms from the relay. This fault was simulated

for maximum generation level of the system. The inception of the fault was detected

4.17 IDS (five samples) after the occurrence of the fault. This fault was detected as a fault

in the first zone.of the CA relay element. Figure 4.14 shows the trajectories of the fault

impedances as seen by the CA relay element when the adaptive and fixed data window-
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based relays were used. The trajectories show that, when the adaptive window technique
was used, the apparent impedance entered the operating zone. of the relay 8.33 ms (ten

samples) after the occurrence of the fault, and it took 10.83 ms for issuing a trip
command. When the fixed window technique was used, the apparent impedance entered

the operating zone 13.33 ms (sixteen samples) after the occurrence of the fault, and it

took 15.83 ms for issuing a trip command. The transient response of the proposed
technique is faster and it takes shorter time to trip. In this case also the converged values

of the apparent impedances computed by using the adaptive and fixed data window

techniques are identical.
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Figure 4.14. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for a phase 'e' to phase 'a' fault on
line CCK at 20 kms from the relay location.

4.4.2.2. External faults

Phase 'b' to ground fault
A phase 'b' to ground fault was simulated on line CCK at a distance of 185 kms

from the relay location. This fault was simulated when the system had minimum
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generation. The inception of the fault was detected 4.17 ms (five samples) after the

occurrence of the fault. The faultwas detected as a fault outside the first zone of all the

relay elements including the BG relay element. Figure 4.15 shows the trajectories of the

fault impedances as seen by the BG relay element when the adaptive and fixed data.
window-based relays were used. The trajectories show that the impedances seen by the

BG relay element converged outside the operating region of the relay. Therefore, this led

to the decision that the fault was outside the first zone of the relay and no trip command

was issued. Also, the apparent impedances computed by using the adaptive and fixed

data window techniques converged to identical values.
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Figure 4.15. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for a phase 'b' to ground fault on
line CCK at 185 kms from the relay location.

Phase 'b' to phase 'e' fault

A phase 'b' to phase 'e' fault was simulated on line CCK at a distance of 185 km.s

from the relay location. This fault was simulated when the system had minimum

generation. The inception of the fault was detected 4.17 ms (five samples) after the
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occurrence of the fault. The fault was detected as fault outside the first zone of all the

relay elements including the BC relay element. Figure 4.16 shows the trajectories of the

fault impedances as seen by the BC relay element when the adaptive and fixed data

window-based relays were used,
.

The trajectories show that the impedances seen by the

BC relay element converged outside the operating region ofthe relay. Therefore, this led

to the decision that the fault was outside the first zone of the relay and no trip command

was issued. Also, the apparent impedances computed by using the adaptive and fixed

data window techniques converged to identical values .
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Figure 4.16. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for a phase 'b' to phase 'c' fault on
line CCK at 185 kms from the relay location.

4.5. Additional simulation results

Selected simulation results comparing the performance of the proposed (adaptive
data window) technique with that of the fixed data window technique have been

presented in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. Different types offaults at various locations in the

simulated power systems were considered. The .simulaticn studies also considered
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different operating conditions of the power systems and different magnitudes of fault

resistances. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 give a summary .of the results obtained from the

simulation studies conducted using the test power system and the model of SaskPower

system respectively. The tables show a comparison of the trip times when the adaptive
and fixed data window techniques were used. Tables 4.1 (a) and 4.2 (a) give summaries

of the simulation results for single phase to ground faults simulated on the test power .

system and the model of SaskPower system respectively.. Summaries of the two-phase
faults simulated on the test power system and the model of SaskPower system are given
in Tables 4.1 (b) and 4.2 (b) respectively. Summaries of the three-phase faults simulated

on the test power system and the model of SaskPower system are given in Tables 4.1 (c)
and 4.2 (c) respectively. The trajectories of the apparent impedances comparing the

performance of the adaptive and fixed window techniques, for cases given in Tables 4.1

and 4.2, are presented in Appendix F.·

4.6. Summary

The proposed distance protection technique has been tested by using data from

simulations of two power system models. Details of the system models used in the

simulations have been presented. The signal processing involved in evaluating the

proposed technique has been described. The performance of the proposed technique has

been comparedwith the fixed data window technique.

Different types of faults at different locations were simulated. The data from

these simulations were used to evaluate the adaptive data window technique. The

Equivalent Source Impedance Ratio (ESIR) and fault resistance were also varied during
these tests. A comparison of the trip times of the· adaptive and fixed data window

techniques has also been presented.

The simulation studies have shown that the transient response of the proposed

technique is faster than that of the fixed data window technique. The proposed technique,
therefore, issues trip commands in lesser time. However, the impedances seen by the

proposed technique and the fixed data window technique converge to identical values. It
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is also shown that the proposed technique distinguishes correctly between the faults in the

protection zone from faults outside the zone.
.
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Table 4.1 (a). Summary of simulation studies for single-phase faults, for the test power
system shown in Figure 4.1, reported in Appendix F.

Location Adaptive data window Fixed data
and distance Fault Direction of technique window

Fault (kms)ofthe resistance Powertlow ESIR technique Reference
fault from (ohms) Detection Trip time Trip time figure
Bus 2 time(ms) (ms) (ms)

a-g In. 30 0 01 to 02 1 5.0 12.5 18.33 -

b-g In, 30 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

C-2 L�30 0 01 toO, 1 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

a-2 L�60 0 01 toG2 1 5.0 13.33 .20.83 -

b-2 L�60 0 01 toG, 1 4.17 14.17 19.17 -

C-2 �,60 0 01 to Gs 1 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

a-2 L,90 0 01 toO, 1 5.0 14.17 21.67 -

b-e L�90 0 01 toO, 1 5.0 14.17 20.0 -

c-g L.90 0 01 toO, 1 4.17 15.0 22.5 -

a-g In. no 0 01 to O2 1 5.83 17.5 22.5 F.l.

b-g In, no 0 Gi to O2 1 5.0 14.17 22.5 -

c-g In. no 0 G1 to 02 1 4.17
.

15.0 15.5 -

a-g In. 30 0 0'1 to 01 1 5.0 12.5 18.33 F.2

b-g �,30 0 0, to 01 1 4.17 14.17 22.5 -

c-g �,30 0 Oz to 01 1 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

a-g k.60 0 02 to 01 1 5.0 13.33 20.83 -

b-2 L,60 0 0, toOl 1 5.0 14.17 19.17 -

C-2 L.60 0 0, to 01 1 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

a-2 �,90 0 O,mOI 1 5.0 14.17 21.67 -

b-g �,90 0 0, to 01 1 5.0 14.17 20.0 -

c-g �,90 0 02 to G1 1 4.17 15.0 22.5 -

a-g In,IlO 0 021:001 1 5.83 18.33 22.5 -

. b-g In.110 0 O2 to 01 1 5.0 14.17 20.83 -

C-2 L.nO ·0 O�toOI 1 4.17 15.0 22.5 F.3.

a-g L.60 5 01 to O2 1 5.0 14.17 20.83 F.4.
b-2 �,90 5 Gl to 02 1 5.0 13.33 20.0 F.5.

c-g In, 60 5 G1 toO, J 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

b-g �,60 10 G1 to O2 1 4.17 13.33 19.17 F.6.

c-g �,90 10 01 to O2 1 4.17 15.0 22.5 F.7.

a-2 L�90 0 01 toO, 0.01 5.0 14.17 21.67 F.8.
b-2 L.30 0 GI to O2 0.01 4.17 14.17 17.5 F.9.
c-g L.60 0 Gt to Ge 0.01 4.17 14.17 21.67 F.I0.

a-g L.90 0 O� to 02 100 5.83 14.17 22.5 F.ll.
b-g 14,30 0 01 to G« 100 4.17 15.0 22.5 F.12.
a-2 L,130 0 GI toO, 1 5.0 Notrin* Notrin* -

b-2 14,130 0 GI toG, 1 4.17 Notrio* Notrio* F.13.
C-2 L. 130 0 01 toG'} 1 4.17 Notrio* Notrin* -

a-g Lh20 0 01 toG, 1 5.0 Notrip* Notrio* -

b-g Lh20 0 0, toG, 1 4.17 NOtriD* No trio. -

c-g Lh20 0 01 toG2 1 4.17 Notrio* Notrin* -
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Table 4.1 (contd.). (a). Summaryof simulation studies for single-phase faults, for the test
power system shown in Figure 4.1, reported in Appendix F.

a-g �,130 0 GztoG1 1 S.O Notrin· No trio· -

b-g In. 130 0 G�toGI 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

c-g In. 130 0 G�toGI 1 4.17 Notrin· Notrio* F.14.

a-g L.. 20 0 G�toGI 1 S.O Notrin· Notrin· F.IS.

b-g L.. 20 0 G�toGl 1 4.17 Notrin· No trio· -

c-g Lt,20 0 G�toGI 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

ESIR: Equivalent Source Impedance Ratio; G1 and Gz: Generators
• External Fault
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Table 4.1 (b). Summary of simulation studies of two-phase faults for the test power
system shown in Figure 4.1, reported in Appendix F.

Location Adaptive data window Fixed data
and distance Fault Direction of technique window

Fault (kms)ofthe resistance Power flow ESIR technique Reference
fault from (ohms) Detection Trip time Trip time figure
Bus 2 time(ms) (ms) (ms)

a-b L.30 0 01 to 02 1 4.17 11.67 IS.33 -

b-e 14,30 0 01 to 02 1 4.17 16.67 22.5 -

c-a L,30 0 01 to 02 1 4.17 14.17 20.S3 -

a-b-a L.30 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 11.67 IS.33 -

b-e-a 14,30 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

c-a-g L,30 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 12.5 19.17 F.16.
a-b L.60 0 O. to O2 1 4.17 12.5 20.0 -

b-c 14,60 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 14.17 22.5 -

c-a 460 0 01 to O2 1 7.5 14.17 21.67 -

a-b-e 14,60 0 Oi to O2 1 4.17 12.5 20.0 -

b-c-g 14,60 0 01 to 02 1 4.17 14.17 19.17 -

c-a-g L.60 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 13.33 20.S3 -

a-b L.90 0 01 to 02 1 4.17 12.S 20.0 -

b-c 14.90 0 01 to 02 1 4.17 15.0 22.5 -

c-a 14.90 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 15.0 22.5 -

a-b-e L.90 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 12.S 20.0 .-

b-e-a L.90 O· O. to O2 1 4.17 12.S 20;0 -

c-a-g In, 90 0 O. to O2 1 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

a-b In. 110 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 13.33 20.S3 F.17�
b-e L.110 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 15.0 22.5 -

c-a 14.110 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 15.0 22.5. -

a-b-e 14,110 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 13.33 20.S3 -

b-e-a L,110 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

c-a-g 14,110 0 01 to O2 1 4.17 15.0 22.5 -

a-b L.30 0 O2 to 01 1 4.17 14.17 IS.33 -

b-e L.30 0 02toGI 1 4.17 16.67 22.5 -

c-a L,30 0 O2 to 01 1 4.17 14.17 20.S3 F.lS.

a-b-g L.30 0 02toO. 1 4.17 12.S IS.33 -

� 14,30 0 O2 to 01 1 4.17 15.0 21.67 -

c-a-g L 30 0 O2 to 01 1 4.17 ·12.5 19.17 -

a-b 14,60 0 O2 to 01 1 4.17 11.67 19.17 -

b-e L.60 0 02 to 01 1 4.17 14.17 22.S -

c-a L,60 0 02toO. 1 7.5 14.17 21.67 -

a-b-g In. 60 0 02toO. 1 4.17 11.67 19.17 -

b-c-g 14,60 0 02 to 01 1 4.17 14.17 19.17 -

c-a-g 14,60 0 O2 to 01 1 4.17 13.33 20.S3 -

a-b 14,90 0 G2toO. 1 4.17 12.5 20.0 -

b-c L.90 0 O2 to 01 1 4.17 14.17 22.S -

c-a L.90 O· 02 to 01 1 4.17 14.17 22.5 -

a-b-a L.90 0 O2 to 01 1 4.17 12.S 20.0 -

b-c-g 14,90 0 O2 to O. 1 4.17 12.S 20.0 -

c-a-g L.90 0 02 to 01 1 4.17 14.17 21.67 -
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Table 4.1 (contd.). (b). Summary of simulation studies for two-phase faults, for the test
power system shown in Figure 4.1, reported in Appendix F.

Location Adaptive datawindow Fixed data
and distance Fault Direction of technique window

.

Fault (kms)ofthe resistance Power flow ESIR technique Reference
fault from (ohms) Detection Trip time Trip time figure
Bus 2 time(ms) (ms) (ms)

a-b In. 110 0 G2toG. 1 4.17 12.5 20.83 -

b-e In. 110 0 G2 to G. 1 4.17 15.0 22.5 -

c-a �,110 0 G2 to G. 1 4.17 15.0 22.5 -

.

a-b-g �,110 0 G2toG. 1 4.17 12.5 20.83 -

b-e-a In,l1O 0 G2 to G. 1 4.17 14.17 20.83 F.19.
a-b In. 60 5 G. to Gs 1 4.17 12.5 19.17 -

c-a �,60 5 G. toG2 1 4.17 14.17 21.67 F.20.
a-b-e In. 30 5 Gr to G« 1 4.17 11.67 18.33 -

b-c-2 In. 60 5 GltoG., 1 4.17 14.17 19.17 -

c-a-2 �,90 5 G.toG., 1 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

b-e In. 60 10 GI to Gs 1 4.17
.

14.17 21.67 F.21.
c-a In. 90 10 G. toG2 1 4.17 14.17 22.5 -

a-b �,90 0 G. toG2 0.01 4.17 12.5 20.0 F.22.

b-e In,30 0 G. toG2 0.01 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

c-a �,60 0 G. toG2 0.01 4.17 14.17 20.83 -

a-b-g L,90 0 G. toG2 0.01 4.17 12.5 20.0
-

-

b-e-a L.30 0 GltoG., 0.01 4.17 14.17 16.67 -

c-a-g �,60 0 G. toG., 0.01 4.17 12.5 20.0 F.23.

a-b In,90 0 GltoG., 100 4.17 15,0 23.33 -

b-c In. 30 0 GltoG'l 100 4.17 18.33 25.83 F.24.
c-a In. 60 0 G. to Gs 100 4.17 16.67 25.0 -

a-b-2 �,90 0 G. toG2 100 4.17 14.17 21.67 F.25.

b-e-a �,30 0 G. toG2 100 4.17 15.0 22.5 -

c-a-g �.60 0 G. toG2 100 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

a-b L.140 0 G. toG2 1 4.17 No trio· Notrin· -

b-c �,140 .0 Gr to G« 1 4.17 Notrin· Notrin· -

c-a In. 140 0 GltoG'l 1 4.17 Notrin· Notrin· -

a-b-g �,140 0 GI toG, 1 4.17 Notrin· Notrin· -

b-c-g In. 140 0 G. toG2 1 4.17 Notrin· Notrin· F.26.

c-a-g �,140 0 G. toG2 1 4.17 Notrin· No trio· -

a-b L.. 20 0 G1 toG2 1 4.17 Notrin· Notrin· -

b-e L.. 20 0 G.toG2 1 4.17 Notrin· Notrin· -

c-a Lt,20 0 GltoG., 1 4.17 Notrin· No trio· F.27.

a-b-g LI.20 0 O. to O2 1 4.17 No trio· Notrin· -

c-a-g L.. 20 0 G.toO., 1 4.17 Notrin· No trio· -

b-e �,130 0 G.,toGI 1 4.17 Notrin· Notrin· F.28.
c-a �, 130 0 G., to GI 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

a-b-g In. 130 0 G2 to G1 1 4.17 Notrin· No trio· -
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Table 4.1 (eonteL). (b). Summary ofsimulation studies for two-phase faults, for the test
power system shown in Figure 4.1, reported in Appendix F.

b-e-a �, 130 0 G2toG. 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

c-a-g L, 130 0 G2 to G, 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

a-b L.. 20 0 G2toG, 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

b-c L.. 20 0 G2toG, 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

c-a Lt,20 0 G2toG. 1 4.17 No trip· No trio· -

a-b-g L.. 20 0 G2 to G, 1 4.17 No trip· No trip· -

b--c-g L.. 20 0 G2toG, 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

c-a-g L.. 20 0 G2to G. 1 4.17 NotriD· No trio· F.29.

ESIR.: Equivalent Source Impedance Ratio; G. and G2: Generators
• External Fault
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Table 4.1. (contd). (C). Summary of simulation studies for three-phase faults, for the test
power system shown in Figure 4.1, reported in Appendix F.

Location Adaptive data window Fixed data
and distance Fault Direction of technique window

Fault (kms)ofthe resistance Power flow ESIR technique Reference
fault from (ohms) Detection Trip time Trip time figure
Bus 2 time(ms) (ms) (ms)

a-b-c-a L.30 0 G1 toG2 1 4.17 11.67 IS.33 -

a-b-c L.30 0 G1 toG2 1 4.17 11.67 IS.33 -

a-b-e-e �,60 0 G1 toG2 1 4.17 12.5 19.17 -

a-b-c L.60 0 at toG2 1 4.17 12.5 19.17 -

a-b-c-a L,90 0 Gt to Gs 1 4.17 12.5 20.0 -

a-b-c In. 90 0
.

Gt toGa 1 4.17 12.5 20.0 -

a-b-e-g In. 110 0 GI toGa 1 4.17 13.33 20.83 -

.a-b-c In, 110 0 GI to Ge 1 4.17 13.33 20.83 -

a-b-c-a: L.30 0 G2 to Gt 1 4.17 12.5 IS.33 -

a-b-c �,30 0 G2 to Gt 1 4.17 12.5 IS.33 F.30.
a-b-c-a: L,60 0 G2 to G1 1 4.17 11.67 19.17 -

a-b-c L,60 0 G2toGt 1 4.17 11.67 19.17 -

a-b-c-a L.90 0 Ga to o, 1 4.17 12.5 20.0 -

a-b-c L,90 0 Ga to Gt 1 4.17 12.5 20.0 -

a-b-c-g 1.,,110 0 G2toGt 1 4.17 12.5 20.83 F.31. .

a-b-c L.ll0 0 G2toGI 1 4.17 12.5 20.S3 -

a-1H:-a: L.30 5 G1 toG2 1 4.17 12.5 IS.33 F.32.
a-b-c �.60 5 Gt toG2 1 4.17 12.5 19.17 F.33.
a-b-c-a �.60 10 Gt to Gs 1 4.17 12.5 19.17 F.34.
a-b-c L.30 10 Gt toGa 1 4.17 11.67 IS.33 F.3S.
a-b-e-g �,30 0 Gt toGa 0.01 4.17 10.S3 16.67 F.36.:
a-b-e-g L.30 0 Gt toGa 100 4.17 16.67 23.33 -

a-b-c In, 60 0 Gt toGa 100 4.17 15.0 22.5 F.37.

a-b-c-a In, 130 0 Gt toGa 1 4.17 No trio· No tri.,· -

a-b-c In�130 0 Gt toGa 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· F.3S.
a-b-c-a: �,20 0 G. tOG2 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

a-b-c LI.20 0 GI toGs 1 4.17 No trio· Notri.,· -

a-b-c-a: L.130 0 G2toGI 1 4.17 No trio· Notrin· -

a-b-c L.130 0 G2 to G1 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· F.39.
a-b-c-a: Lt. 20 0 GatoGt 1 4.17 Notri))· No trio· F.40.
a-b-c L.,20 0 Gs to Gr 1 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

ESIR: Equivalent Source Impedance Ratio; G. and G2: Generators
• External Fault

.
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Table 4.2 (a). Summary of simulation studies for single-phase to ground faults, for a

model of the SaskPower system shown in Figure .4.2, reported in

AppendixF.
Adaptive data Fixed data

Location Distance (kms) Fault Generation window technique window
Fault of the of the fault resistance level technique Reference

fault from the Bus (obms) (MaxIMin) Detection Trip time Trip time figure
time(ms) (ms) (ms)

a-a CCI{ 20 BusCCK 0 Min 5.0 8.33 10.83 FA I.

b-g CCI{ 20. Bus CCK 0 Min 4.17 13.0 10.0 -

c-g CCI{ 20.BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 10.83 12.5 -

a-g CCI{ l00,BusCCK 0 Min 5.0 11.67 17.5 -

b-g CCI{ 100.BusCCK 0 Min 5.0 11.67 15.83 -

a-g CCI{ 140,BusCCK 0 Min S.83 15.0 20.83 -

b-g CCI{ 140.BusCCK 0 Min S.O 13.33 20.83 F.42.
C-2 CCI{ 140. Bus CCK 0 Min 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

a-2 CCI{ 20. BusCCI{ 0 Max 5.0 8.33 10.83 -

b-g CCI{ 20. Bus CCK 0 Max 4.17 13.0 10.0 -

c-a CCI{ 20, Bus CCI{ 0 . Max 4.17 10.83 12.5 F.43 .

a-g CCI{ 100. Bus CCK 0 Max 5.0 11.67 17.5 -

b-g CCI{ 100. Bus CCK 0 Max 5.0 11.67 15.83 -

C-2 CCK l00.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 12.5 20.0 -

a-2 CCI{ 140,BusCCK 0 Max 5.83 15.0 20.83 F.44.
b-2 CCI{ 140.BusCCK 0 Max S.O 13.33 20.83 -

c-g CCI{ 140�BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 14.17 21.67 . -

a-g CCI{ 20. BusCCK 10 Max S.O 9.17 12.5 FAS.

b-g CCI{ 70. Bus CCI{ 10 Max S.O 10.0 14.17 F.46.
c-g CCI{ 100, Bus CCK 10 Max 4.17 13.33 20.0 F.47.

a-g CCI{ 70. Bus CCK 20 Max 5.0 10.83 16.67 F.48.

b-g CCI{ l00.BusCCK 20 Max 5.0 12.5 18.33 F.49.

c.g CCK 70. BusCCK 20 Max 4.17 11.67 17.5 F.50.

a-g CCI{ 185. Bus CCK 0 Min 5.0 No trio· Notri»· -

C-2 CCI{ 18S.Bus CCK 0 Min 4.17 No trio· Notrin· -

C-2 GLN 70. Bus GLN 0 Min 4.17 Notrin· No trio· -

a-2 LMR 80. Bus LMR 0 Min S.O Notrin· Notrin· F.SI.
a-2 CCK 18S.BusCCK 0 Max 5.0 Notrin· Notrin· F.52.

b-g CCI{ 185. Bus CCI{ 0 Max 5.0 Notrm· No trio· -

c-g CCK 185,BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 Notrin· NotriD· F.S3.
c-g GLN 70,BusGLN 0 Max 4.17 No trio· NotriD· -

a-2 LMR 80.BusLMR 0 Max 5.0 Notrm· No trio· -

Max I Min: Maximum and minimum generation levels of the system shown in Figure 4.2.
• External Fault
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Table 4.2 (contcL). (b). Summary of simulation studies for two-phase faults, for a model
of the SaskPower system shown in Figure 4.2, reported in
AppendixF.

Adaptive data window Fixed data
Location Distance (kms) Fault Generation technique window

Fault of the of the fault resistance level technique Reference
fault from the Bus (ohms) (MaxIMin) Detection Trip time Trip time figure

time(ms) (ms) (ms)
a-b CCK 20, BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 8.33 12.S

.

F.S4.
b-e CCK 20,BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 9.17 13.33 -

c-a CCK 20. B'lJ8 CCK 0 Min 4.17 10.83 IS.0 -

a-b-a CCK 20. Bus CCK 0 Min 4.17 8.33 11.67 -

b-c-a CCK 20. Bus CCK 0 . Min 4.17 8.33 10.83 -

e-a-a CCK 20, Bus CCK 0 Min 4.17 8.33 10.83 -

a-b CCK 100, BusCCK O. Min 4.17 11.67 17.S -

b-e CCK l00.BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 13.33 20.0 -

e-a CCK l00,BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 13.33 20.0 -

a-b-g CCK 100.BusCCK 0 Min S.O 11.67 16.67 -

b-e-a CCK 100,BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 10.83 16.67 -

e-a-g CCK 100.BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 11.67 17.S -

a-b CCK 140,BusCCK 0 Min S.O 13.33 20.83 -

b-e CCK 140, Bus CCK 0 Min . 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

e-a CCK 140,BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 15.0 22.S -

a-b-z CCK 140. Bus CCK 0 Min S.O 13.33 20.83 -

b-c-g CCK 140, BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 13.33 20.83 F.SS.

e-a-g CCK 140,BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

a-b CCK 20. Bus CCK 0 Max 4.17 8.33 12.S -

b-c CCK 20,BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 9.17 13.33 -

e-a CCK 20, Bus CCK. 0 Max 4.17 10.83 IS.0 F.S6.
a-b-a CCK 20. Bus CCK 0 Max 4.17 8.33 11.67 -

b-c-a CCK 20. Bus CCK 0 Max 4.17 8.33 10.83 -

e-a-a CCK 20, Bus CCK 0 Max 4.17 8.33 10.83 -

e-b CCK l00,BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 11.67 17.5 -

b-e CCK l00.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 13.33 20.0 -

e-a CCK 100. Bus CCK 0 Max 4.17 13.33 20.0 -

a-b-a CCK. l00.BusCCK 0 Max S.O 11.67 16.67 -

b-c-g CCK 100.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 10.83 16.67 -

c-a-g CCK l00,BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 11.67 17.S -

a-b CCK 140. Bus CCK 0 Max S.O 13.33 20.83 -

b-e CCK 140.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

e-a CCK 140.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 15.0 22.5 -

a-b-a CCK 140. Bus CCK 0 Max S.O 13.33 20.83 F.S7.
b-c-g CCK 140.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 13.33 20.83 -

c-a-g CCK 140.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 14.17 21.67 -

a-b CCI{ 100,BusCCK 10 Max 4.17 12.S 18.33 -

b-e CCK 20,BusCCK 10 Max
.

4.17 10.83 13.33 F.S8.
e-a CCI{ 70. BusCCK 10 Max 4.17 12.S 18.33 -

b-c-a CCK 100.BusCCK 10 Max 4.17 11.67 16.67 -
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Table 4.2 (contd.). (b). Summaryof simulation studies for two-phase faults, for amodel
ofthe SaskPower system shown in Figure 4.2, reported in
A dixF.men .

Adaptive data window Fixed data
Location Distance (kms) Fault Generation technique window

Fault of the of the fault resistance level technique Reference
fault from the Bus (ohms) (MaxIMin) Detection Trip time Trip time figure

time(ms) (ms) (ms)
c-a-g CCK 20, Bus CCK 10 Max 4.17 8.33 13.33 F.S9.
a-b CCK 70. Bus CCK 20 Max 4.17 10.0 IS.83 F.60.
b-c CCK l00.BusCCK 20 Max 4.17 12.S 20.0 F.61.
c-a CCK 70. Bus CCK 20 Max 4.17 12.S 18.33 F.62.
a-b-z CCK l00.BusCCK 20 Max S.O 12.S 17.S F.63.

b-e-a CCK 70, Bus CCK 20 Max 4.17 10.0 IS.0 F.64.

c-a-g CCK l00,BusCCK 20 Max 4.17 125 19.17 -

a-b CCK 18S,BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

c-a CCK 18S,Bus CCK 0 Min 4.17 No trio· No trip· -

a-b-g CCI{ 18S,BusCCK O· Min 4.1.7 Notri.,,· No trio· -

b-C-2 CCI{ 18S.Bus CCK 0 Min 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

c-a-g CCI{ 18S,BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 NOtriD· No trio· F.65.
b-c GLN 70, BusGLN 0 Min 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

a-b-z GLN 70. Bus GLN 0 Min 4.17 NotriD· NotriD· F.66.
a-b LMR 80.BusLMR 0 Min 4.17 No trip· No trio· -

b-e-a LMR 80,BusLMR 0 Min 4.17 No trip· No trio· -

a-b CCI{ 18S,BusCCK 0 . Max 4.17 No trio· No trio· F.67.
b-e CCI{ 18S.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 No trio· No trip· -

c-a CCK 18S.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 No trio· No trip· -

a-b-g CCI{ 18S,BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

b-c-g CCK 18S,BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 NotriD· Notrio* -

c-a-2 CCK 18S,BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

b-c GLN 70, Bus GLN 0 Max 4.17 No trio· NotriD* F.68.
a-b-a GLN 70. Bus GLN 0 Max 4.17 No trio· NotriD* -

c-g GLN 70. BusGLN 0 Max 4.17 NotriD·
.

No trio· -

a-b LMR 80, BusLMR. 0 Max 4.17 No trip· Notrio* -

b-c-g LMR 80.BusLMR. 0 Max 4.17 Notrio* Notrio* -

Max I Min: Maximum and minimum generation levels ofthe system shown in Figure 4.2.
External Fault
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Table 4.2 (conteL). (c). Summary of simulation studies for three-phase faults, for amodel
of the SaskPower system shown in Figure 4.2, reported in

AppendixF.
Adaptive data window Fixed data

Location Distance (kms) Fault Generation technique window
Fault of the of the fault resistance level technique Reference

fault from the Bus (ohms) (MaxIMin) Detection Trip time Trip time figure
time(ms) (ms) (ms)

a-b-c-g CCK 20. Bus CCK 0 Min 4.17 8.33 12.5 -

a-b-c CCK 20. Bus CCK 0 Min 4.17 8.33 12.5 F.69.

a-b-c-g CCK l00,BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 11.67 17.5 F.70.

a-b-c CCK 100, Bus CCK. 0 Min 4.17 11.67 17.5 -

a-b-c-2 CCK 140,BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 13.33 20.83 -

a-b-c CCK 140,BusCCK 0 Min 4.17 13.33 20.83 F.71.

a-b-c-2 CCK 20. Bus CCK 0 Max 4.17 8.33 12.5 -

a-b-c CCK 20. Bus CCK 0 Max 4.17 8.33 12.5 -

a-b-c-a CCK 100.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 11.67 17.5 -

a-b-c CCK l00.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 11.67 17.5 -

a-b-e-g CCK 140.BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 13.33 20.83 F.72.

a-b-c-g CCK 20. Bus CCK 10 Max 4.17· 8.33
.

12.5 F.73.
a-b-c CCK 70, Bus CCK 10 Max 4.17 10.0 15.0 F.74.
a-b-c-a CCK 70. Bus CCK 20 Max 4.17 10.0 15.0 P.7S.
a-b-c CCK 100. BusCCK 20 Max 4.17 12.5 17.5 F.76.

a-b-e-e CCK 20. BusCCK 20 Max 4.17 8.33 12.5 F.77.
a-b-e-g CCK 185. Bus CCK 0 Min 4.17 No trip·

.

No trio· -

a-b-c CCK 185. Bus CCK 0 Min 4.17 No trio· No trio· F.78.
a-b-c-2 GLN 70,BusGLN 0 Min 4.17 No trio· NotriD· -

a-b-c LMR 80, Bus LMR 0 Min 4.17 No trio· No trip· -

a-b-e-g CCK 18S,BusCCK 0 Max 4.17 No trio· No trio· F.79.

a-b-c CCK 185. Bus CCK 0 Max 4.17 NotriD· No trio· -

a-b-c-g GLN 70, Bus GLN 0 Max 4.17 No trio· No trio· -

a-b-c LMR. 80. Bus LMR 0 Max 4.17 No trio·. No trip· F.80.

Max I Min: Maximumandminimum generation levels of the system shown in Figure 4.2.
• External Fault
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s. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1. Introduction

An adaptive data window technique for protecting transmission lines has been

presented in Chapter 3. The technique was tested in an off-line mode to evaluate its

suitability. A test power system and a model of the SaskPower transmission network

were used during the tests. Some of the results have been presented in Chapter 4. These

results show that the proposed technique is suitable for use in distance relays. Also, the

proposed technique provides shorter trip times than the time taken by the fixed data

window technique.

General-purpose relay hardware was used to implement the proposed technique
and the fixed data window technique. The hardware and software components of the

implemented relays are presented in this chapter. The relays were tested by using a

playback simulator. The relays are described in this chapter and selected test results are

presented.

5.2. Relay Implementation

The adaptive data window technique, developed in Chapter 3, and the fixed data

window technique, described in Chapter 2, were implemented in distance relays. These

included a fault detector, digital filters, and relay elements, as outlined in Section 4.3.

The hardware and software required for the real-time implementation of the adaptive data
window-based and the fixed data window-based distance relays are described in this

section.
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5.2.1. Hardware

The distance relays were implemented in the laboratory using a general-purpose

relay hardware [42] shown in Figure 5.1. There are four major components: low-pass
filter boards, data-acquisition system (DAS) cards, a digital signal processing (DSP) card,
and a host personal computer. A brief description ofthese components is provided in the

following sections.

Voltage and Current Inputs from Playback
8 input channels (Ch 0 to Ch 7)

------�---------�---------------------...

Low-pass Filter
Board 1

Low-pass Filter
Board 2

USER

D
A
S

C
A
R
D

D
S
P

D
A
S

C
A
R
D

Figure 5.1. Hardware configuration of the developed distance relays.

Expansion
Port

Personal Computer

5.2.1.1. Low-pass filter boards

The low-pass filters attenuate the high frequency components present in the

voltage and current signals to prevent aliasing. The analog filters use switched capacitor
filters and MF6CN-100 chip [43]. The cut-offfrequency was set to 200 Hz by adjusting
an external clock. Two boards, each with four channels, are used. The circuit diagram of

one of the low-pass filters is shown in Figure 5.2.
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MF6CN-l00 is a low cost, easy to use, chip that is available in a 14-pin DIP

package. Using external resistors, the chip is configured as a 6th order low-pass
Buttorworth filter. The ratio of clock frequency to cut-off frequency is internally set to

100: 1. A TIL logic compatible clock signal is provided to the chip from a signal

generator for the cut-off frequency control.

RI ·R3 R2
It. 22k Sk 24k
10k +sv-""",,,-�vv-�rvv-_- sv Rei

20k

8
MF6

3

-:-
-:- -:- -sv -:-

+lsvl ICI
• Pin 8 of1L082 +svl • Pin6ofMF6I C3

Io.1� Io.1�
-:-

-lSVI • Pin 4 of1L082 -sv I IC4
• Pin 10 ofMF6 .

l�
Io.1� I 0.1�-

Figure 5.2. MF6 chip configured as Butterworth low-pass filter [43, 44].

Buffers are provided at input and output of the filter terminal by using operational
amplifiers ·that are available in the TL082 chip [44]. The buffers make the input

impedance high and the output impedance low. As an additional feature, the gain of the

amplifier at the input end was set to 0.5 and at the gain output end was set to 2.0. This

feature extends the range of signals that can be filtered to ±5.0 V from ±l.s V. A biasing
to all the chips is provided from a ±ls V power supply.

5.2.1.2. nata acquisition system

The data acquisition system consists of hardware that samples and quantizes

signals at a pre-specified sampling interval. It provides two 4-Channel Analog Interface
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cards [45] to collect data from eight channels. In addition to the four analog input

channels, each card has two analog output channels. These cards consist of analog signal

conditioning unit, quad sample and holdamplifier, analog-to-digital converter (ADC), the

sample rate timer, and the control and status registers with associated interrupt control.

Analog signal conditioning unit is a unity gain low offset operational amplifier
that buffers the input signal from the on-card low-pass filter. The on-card filter is a

programmable 3rd order Butterworth low-pass analog filter. This filter is primarily for

reducing input noise and are not suitable as anti-aliasing filters for use in micoprocssor
based relays. Therefore, this filter was not used. However, an external low-pass filter,
described in the previous section, was used as an anti-aliasing filter.

The output from analog signal conditioning unit is fed to the sample and hold

amplifier, which samples input signals at a specified frequency. The sampled signals are

multiplexed to two 12-bit ADCs, one on each board. Each ADC can handle signals in the

range of ±2.5 v. It is necessary to limit the input signals to ±3.0 V (peak-to-peak) to

prevent damage to the quad sample/hold chip.

The ADC conversion of each channel, selected by using the control register, is ,

initiated by a trigger signal applied to, the ADC. The ADC indicates the, end-of

conversion by setting a bit in the status register, which is read by the DSP. The sample
rate timer is a 16-bit up counter running at'8 MHz. Each card occupies a short PC slot

and is powered from the bus. All control and data signals are transferred via a 50-pin
DSPLINK2 connector from the digital signal processing card.

5.2.1.3. Digital signal processing card

The PC/C31 card [46, 47], based on the 33.3 MHz TMS32OC31 Digital Signal
Processor from Texas Instruments [48], is used as a digital signal processor card. It is a

full-height, two-thirds length card. It occupies a 16-bit PC slot and draws power from the

PC bus. 'The PC/C31 card is equipped with Loughborough Sound Images Ltd. 's

DSPLINK2 digital system expansion interface. It has a bi-directional bus that allows

input/output directly to/from the DSP, without using the I/O bus of the PC. The
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TMS32OC31 DSP has four maskable interrupts. These interrupts can be controlled by
DSPLINK2 or rc,

5.2.1.4. Host personal computer

The PC/C31 DSP card and data acquisition system cards are placed in the

expansion ports of anmM PC AT compatible personal computer. This host PC provides
facilities for

(a) controlling the operation of the DSP and DAS cards,

(b) debugging the softwares used for testing, and

(c) accessingmemory locations and registers in the DSP.

A personal computer, based on Intel's 80486 processor and running at 66 MHz, is

used. The PC uses Microsoft Windows for Workgroups Version 3.11 as its operating

system.

5.2.2. Software

Three software packages are required for implementing distance relays. The

packages are data acquisition, relaying and user interface softwares. Figure 5.3 shows the

organisation of these softwares. The fixed data window-based relay and the adaptive data

window-based relay use the same data acquisition and user interface softwares. The

relaying software implemented the techniques described in Sections 2.5 and 3.2. The

software packages are described in the following sections.
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Figure 5.3. Organization of the softwares within the distance relay.

5.2.2.1. Data acquisition software

The data acquisition software is used to initialize the data acquisition system

cards, control the sample-rate timer, and acquire samples at successive sampling instants.
The software consists of two routines - a main routine and an interrupt service routine.

The main routine initialises the system cards and loads the timer with an appropriate
hexadecimal number that is stored in a specified memory location of the DSP. The

hexadecimal number is calculated by substituting the sampling frequency (1200 Hz) in

the pre-defined equation of the timer that is present on the data acquisition card. The

main routine enables an interrupt after loading the timer. This activates an interrupt
service routine that executes the functions related to data acquisition, such as, sample and

hold, analog to digital conversion, and execution of the relaying software. After

executing the interrupt routine, program returns to the main routine. The final contents of

required buffers are then stored in the initialised DSP memory, which is accessed by the

user-interface software.

5.2.2.2. Relaying software

Relaying software, described in Section 3.5.1, for each distance relay was written

using the ANSI C programming language. The software of each distance relay was

combined with the data acquisition software for generation of the executable code which
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was generated by compiling the combined program using the TMS320 floating-point
DSP optimizing C compiler [49].

The fault detection algorithm, described in Section 3.5.1 and used in the simulation

studies, was modified in the implementation of the adaptive data window-based distance

relay. This was done to make certain that a fault is not indicated during normal operation
ofthe power system, due to the presence ofnoise in the signals, and limited resolution of

the AID converters. These modifications are as follows:

(a). Only current phasors are estimated in the real-time implementation of the

technique. This was done because there is usually significant change in

levels of current before and after the occurrence of a fault. The change in

voltage levels could be less significant. Moreover, the voltage changes could

result from changes in loads.

(b). In the real-time implementation, the peak values of" the current phasors
�timated from the nth (the present data window) and (n_3)th data windows

were compared. This was done because change in the peak values estimated

from two consecutive data windows could be insignificant if the fault current
.

increased at a small rate.

(c). The threshold for detecting the occurrence of a fault in the real-time

implementation was set to twice the peak value calculated from the (n_3)th
data window.

The relaying-softwares for both relays provide facilities to record the pre- and

post-fault samples of the voltages and currents in the three phases. The softwares also

keep a database of estimated impedances and the trip counters.

5.2.2.3. User-interface software

The user-interface software was developed using the Microsoft Visual Basic

version 3.0 [SO]. PC/C31 IlL (Intelligent Interface Library) functions [51] are used in the

development of this software. These functions have the flexibility of scanning the DSP
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memory by selecting the corresponding start address and the number of individual data

points to be uploaded. The display of the developed user-interface is shown in Figure
5.4. The software was used to upload the results from the memory of the digital signal
processor (DSP) and store them in pre-specified locations of a file. The uploaded results
also include instantaneous values of the voltages and currents recorded by the relaying
software. The trip counters are also uploaded to ensure that their final values after

issuing a trip command are correct.

Figure 5.4. Display of the user-interface.

5.3. Testing

Both microprocessor-based distance relays were tested in the laboratory. This .

section describes the testing of the hardware and software followed by complete test set

up, the power system configuration used in the test studies, and sample test results.

5.3.1. Hardware and software components

The general-purpose relay hardware and software used were tested individually

for their correct functionality before combining them to form distance relays. This
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section explains the procedure adopted for testing the hardware and software

components.

5.3.1.1. Low-pass filter

Low-pass filters were mounted in a circuit board using les and discrete

components. A cut-off frequency of 200 Hz was selected for the low-pass filters. The

frequency responses of the filters were observed using a spectrum analyser. The

frequency response of one of the filters is shown in Figure 5.5. The response indicates

that the filter performance is close to the desired response.
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Figure 55. Frequency response of the sixth order Butterworth low-pass filter.

5.3.1.2. Data acquisition software

Data acquisition software was tested by applying a sinusoidal test waveform from

a function generator of the Krohn-Hite Corporation. The magnitude of the signal was

first observed on an oscilloscope to ensure that it is within the acceptable limits of ±2.5

V. Initial testing of the data acquisition software is done by using the MPC View C

Source Debugger [52] available from Spectrum Signal Processing, the manufacturer of

DSP and DAS cards.
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MPC View software is a Windows 3.1x based user-interface which allows

different functions such as loading, displaying and execution of the DSP code. It also

provides data management facility. Using this facility, data in the DSP including
memory, variables and registers. can be viewed in a desired format: floating-point,
hexadecimal or decimal. MPC View can also be interfaced with an Intelligent Interface

Library (TIL).

Testing of the data acquisition system revealed that the on-board low-pass filters
in the two DAS cards have significantly different group delays which resulted ina phase
shift of 17 degrees between the signals acquired by the two boards. This phase-shift was

compensated in the software to eliminate its effect, which would otherwise provide

misrepresentation of the signals, and therefore, lead to incorrect estimates ofthe phasors.

The data acquisition software used seven of the eight available channels on two

boards. Six of these channels were used to acquire the voltages and currents of the three

phases, and the seventh channel was used to record a logic signal that indicated fault

inception. The logic signal facilitated the calculation of trip times.

5.3.1.3. Relaying software

The relaying-softwares of the distance relays were tested by using pre- and post
fault information that was previously used for off-line testing. The tests were performed

.

on a PC equipped with a TMS32OC30 Evaluation module (EVM) [53]. The programs

were debugged by using a TMS32OC30 C Source Debugger [54]. Appendix G gives an

overview of the TMS32OC30 EVM, softwares used and procedures followed in the tests,

It is desirable that the relaying softwares be executed within the available inter

sampling time of 0.833 ms. Benchmarking of the adaptive data window-based software

indicated that the maximum execution time was 0.458 ms for one pass of the program.

This is much less than the available inter-sampling time. After adding the approximate
execution time of the data acquisition software, the total execution time is expected to be

much less than the available inter-sampling time. It was assumed that the relaying
software for the fixed data window-based relay would require lesser execution time
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compared to the time taken by the relaying software of the adaptive data window-based

relay because the fixed window software requires fewer computations. The tests showed

that the impedances calculated during these tests are similar to those obtained from the

simulations on theUNIX workstation.

5.3.1.4. User-interface software

The user-interface software was developed using the Microsoft Visual Basic

software. The software was tested by uploading the known numbers, in floating-point
format, from the DSP memory into a pre-specified file name and location. Then, the

numbers stored in the file were compared with the numbers previously stored in the

memory. The numbers were found to be identical. It was, therefore, concluded that the

developed user-interface correctly uploads the contents ofthe DSP memory.

The memory of the DSP, containing the recorded data, was uploaded after

running each test case for both relays.

5.3.2. Test set-up

The hardware and software used in testing the relays is described in the previous
section. The steps involved intesting the relays are described in this section. ·The steps
used in testing the adaptive data window-based relay are similar to the steps involved in

testing the fixed data window based-relay.

The equipment used for testing the relays is shown in Figure 5.6. The tests can be

divided in the following three steps.

(a) Generation ofdata using simulations

(b) Playback of simulated data

(c) Testing the relay
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University
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SUNSPARC
Workstation

Playback offault-data
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Simulator PC

Host PC with
DSP and DAS Boards

Distance relay
Coaxial Cable
(Analog Signal)

Figure 5.6. Arrangement for testing the developed distance relays.

Generation of data by simulations

The power system, which has five circuits operating at 230 kV and 138 kV levels

and is shown in Figure 5.7, was used for simulating faults. The system model and the

system components are also shown in this figure. Details of the power system model are

given in Appendix D. Relay R, shown in Figure 5.7, was applied to protect line CCK

that is 189.9 km long. The first protection zone of the relay, R, was set to 80 % of the

total length of lines CCK and B2LC from the relay end. The data for two different

operating conditions of the power system was used in the studies.

Faults were simulated in the power system on the SUN SPARC workstation using
the EMTDCIPSCAD software. Simulation data of 200 ms was stored in a specified file

using the playback format (*.pbk). The data included 100 ms ofpre-fault and 100 ms of

post-fault samples of voltage and current at the relay location. The logic signal was also

included in the simulation data; the logical value of zero was used to indicate normal

operating conditions and logical one was assigned for the dmation of the fault. A

recorder component, used in the simulations, stored the voltage and current samples, and

the logic signal in playback files. These files were used by the Real-Time Playback
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Simulator to generate analog signals. Parameters of the recorder are given in Appendix
D.

G(GLN) Equivalent
. generator at

�------3--84-kms----��-----GLN--,-78-.5-9-2-kms----� Gwl�
NBF, .1

Equivalent
Generator at
North Battleford

G(NBF)

BusNBF

Single
circuit line

Double
circuit line

B2NG, 6.208 kms

1 at protection zone .

153.328kms

LMR., 152.28 kms

BusGLN

Equivalent
motor load at
MillerWesteril

BusMWS

MWS, 200.6 kms

CCI{, 189.9lans

Playback of simulated data

B2LC, 1.76 kins
BusLMR

�-----?lE--------�G(LMR)
Equivalent

Generator at

Lloydminister

G(CCK)
Equivalent
Generator at
Coteau Creek

Figure 5.7. Model ofSaskPower transmission network simulated in EMTDC.

The simulation data is played back using a Real-Time Playback Simulator

(RTPS). The Power Systems laboratory at the University of Saskatchewan, Canada, has

a personal computer equipped with the playback card and the' software capable ofplaying

RTPS-compatible data files in real-time [55]. Data files, generated by the EMTDC/

PSCAD power system simulation software, are played back: using the RTPS to provide
the corresponding analog signals in real-time. These signals are applied as input to the

relays. Figure 5.8 shows a typical display of the RTPS software window in which
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waveforms and logic signal are shown during a play back operation. Appendix H gives
an overview of the RTPS.

.

Figure S.S. Real-Time PlaybackSimulator window displaying fault waveforms.

The voltage and current signals were stepped down by a factor of lOOO.due to the

inherent property of the RTPS software. Therefore, the signals, shown in Figure 5.8, are

reduced by this factor. These voltages and currents can be further decreased by selecting

amplifier gain settings available in the RTPS software. The amplifier gain settings

represent auxiliary voltage transformers (vts) and current transformers (cts). In this test

set-up, the auxiliary vt and ct ratio were selected as 100 and 4 respectively. This ensured

that the input signal representing the actual voltages and currents to the DAS cards are

within the acceptable limits (±2.5V peak-to-peak). The logic signal setting, shown in

Figure 5.8, is used to initialise the trip counter, which is used for calculating the fault

detection and fault location times in the relaying softwares.
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Relay testing

Tests were conducted using the voltages and currents provided by the RTPS. The

set-up shown in Figure 5.6 was used for testing the relays. In the developed relay, trip
time is calculated by using the times taken for fault detection and fault location. The

fault detection time is calculated by using the detection counter. The fault location time

is calculated by using the final value of the trip counter. In the fixed data window-based

relay, trip time is the time taken for fault location, which is calculated by using the final

value of the trip counter. In both relays, the final trip decision is only given when any of

the six relay elements signify an inside fault for four consecutive instants. This was done

to ensure the relay's sensitivity and maintain security against false trips. Selected test

studies are presented in the next section.

5.3.3. Test results

The-designed distance relays sampled the analog voltages and currents generated

by the RTPS at 1200 Hz. Results showing the performance of the proposed relay during
different types of faults at various locations in the selected power system are presented.
The results obtained from the fixed data window-based relay and the adaptive data

window-based relay are compared. The effect of changing the levels ofgenerator outputs
was also considered.

5.3.3.1. Internal faults

Phase 'a' to ground fault

Figure 5.9 demonstrates the performance of the relays for a phase 'a' to ground
fault with a fault resistance of 20 ohms. This fault was simulated on the line CCK,

shown in Figure 5.7, at a distance of 20 kms from the relay location. The outputs of all

generators were at their maximum level. Figure 5.9(a) shows the pre- and post-fault
voltages and currents recorded by the relaying software. Figure 5.9(b) shows the fault

impedance trajectories provided by the adaptive and fixed data window-based relays.
This figure shows that the impedance calculated by the adaptive data window-based relay
enters the operating zone of the relay nine samples after the occurrence of the fault. On
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the other hand, the impedance calculated by the fixed window-based relay enters the

operating zone seventeen samples after the occurrence of the fault. This shows that the

transient response of the adaptive data window-based relay is faster. The fault occurred .

at 15 IDS. The adaptive data window-based relay detected the fault at 21 IDS, and issued a

trip command at 25 IDS. The time taken by the relay to issue a trip command was 10 IDS

(25 IDS - 15 IDS). On the other hand, the fixed data window-based relay issued a trip
command at 31.67 IDS and, therefore, it took 16.67 IDS to issue the trip command. Figure
5.9 also shows that the impedances seen byboth relays converge to the same value.
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Figure 5.9 (cootd.) (b). Trajectories of the seen impedance for a phase 'a' to ground fault
on line CCK at 20 kms from the relay location.

Phase 'e' and phase 'a' to ground fault

Figure 5.10 demonstrates the performance of the relays for a two-phase to ground

fault, involving phases 'c' and 'a', with a faultresistance of 10 ohms. This fault was

simulated on the line CCI(, shown in Figure 5.7, at a distance of 100 kms from the relay
location. The outputs of all generators were at their maximum level. Figure 5.10(a)
shows the pre- and post-fault voltages and currents recorded by the relaying software.

Figure 5.1O(b) shows the fault impedance trajectories provided by the adaptive and fixed

data window-based relays. This figure shows that the impedance calculated by the'

adaptive window-based relay enters the operating zone of the relay thirteen samples after

the occurrence of the fault On the other hand, the impedance calculated by the fixed data

window-based relay enters the operating zone twenty samples after the occurrence of the

fault. This shows that the transient response of the adaptive data window-based relay is
faster. The fault occurred at 11.67 MS. The adaptive data window-based relay detected

the fault at 18 ms, and issued a trip command at 25 MS. The time taken by the relay to
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issue a trip command was 13.33 IDS (25 IDS - 11.67 IDS). On the other hand, the fixed

data window-based relay issued a trip command at 30.84 IDS and, therefore, it took 19.17

ms to issue the trip command Figure 5.10 also shows that the impedances seen by both

relays converge to the same value.
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Figure 5.10 (contd.) (b). Trajectories ofthe seen impedance for a phase 'c' and phase 'a'
to ground fault on line CCK at 100 kms from the relay location.

Three-phase to ground fault

Figure 5.11 demonstrates the performance the relays for a three-phase to ground
fault. This fault was simulated on the line CCK, shown in Figure 5.7, at a distance of70

kms from the relay location. The outputs of all generators were at their minimum level.

Figure 5.11 shows the fault impedance trajectories provided by the adaptive and fixed

data window-based relays. The figure shows that the impedance calculated by the

adaptive data window-based relay enters the operating Zone of the relay nine samples
after the occurrence of the fault. On the other hand, the impedance calculated by the

.

fixed data window-based relay enters the operating zone seventeen samples after the

occurrence of the fault. This shows that the transient response of the adaptive data

window-based relay is faster. The fault occurred at 15 ms. The adaptive data window

based relay detected the fault at 20 ms, and issued a trip command at 25 ms. The time

taken by the relay to issue a trip command was 10 ms (25 ms - 15 ms). On the other

hand, the fixed data window-based relay issued a trip command at 31.67 ms and,
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therefore, it took 16.67 ms to issue the trip command. Figure 5.11 also shows that the

impedances seen byboth relays converge to the same value.
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Figure 5.11. Trajectories of the seen impedance for a three-phase to ground fault on line
CCK at 70 kms from the relay location.

5.3.3.2. External faults

Phase 'c' to ground fault

Figure 5.12 shows the performance of the relays for a single-phase to ground

fault, involving phase 'c'. This fault was simulated on the line CCI(, shown in Figure
5.7, at a distance of 180 kms from the relay and outside the first zone of the relay. The

outputs of all generators were at their minimum level. Figure 5-.12 shows the fault

impedance trajectories provided by the adaptive and fixed data window-based relays.
The figure shows that the impedances calculated by the relays converged outside the

operating region. Therefore, this led to the decision that the fault was outside the first

zone of the relay and no trip command was issued. The figure also shows that the

impedances seen by both relays converge to the same value.
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Figure 5.12. Trajectories ofthe seen impedancefor a phase 'c' to ground fault on line
CCK at 180 kms from the relay location.

Phase 'a' and phase 'b' to ground faUlt

Figure 5.13 shows the performance of the relays for a two-phase to ground fault,

involving phases 'a' and 'b'. This fault W8$ simulated on the bus-side of the relay. For

simulating this fault, the relay location was changed from Bus CCK to Bus 1. The'

impedance setting of the relay remained constant. This fault was simulated on the line

LMR, shown in Figure 5.7, at a distance of 30 kms from the relay location. The outputs
of all generators were at their minimum level. Figure 5.13 shows the fault impedance

trajectories provided by the adaptive and fixed data window-based relays. The figure
shows that the impedances calculated by the relays converged in the third quadrant of the

impedance plane that is outside the operating region. Therefore, this led to the decision

that the fault is outside the first zone of the relay and no trip command was issued. The

figure also shows that the impedances seen by both relays converge to the same value.
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Figure 5.13. Trajectories ofthe seen impedance for a phase 'a' and phase 'b' to ground
fault on line LMR. at 30 kms from the relay location.

5.4. Additional test results

The developed distance relays were tested in the laboratory by simulating various

types of faults at different locations in the power system shown in Figure 5.7. Faults with

resistance of different values and generator outputs at different levels were considered in

the testing. The performances of the developed relays were compared. Faults outside the

protection zone ofthe relays including bus-side faults were also simulated.

A summary of the sample tests is given in Table 5.1. Table 5.1 (a) shows the

results for the faults in the protection zone. As a fault detector is used only in the

adaptive data window-based relay, fault detection times are shown only for the adaptive
data window-based relay. Plots of the impedance-trajectories for cases outlined in .Table
5.1 (a) are presented in Appendix I. Table 5.1 (b) presents the results for the faults

outside the protection zone. These results show that both relays did not operate for
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forward faults outside the protection zone and bus-side faults. Plots of the impedance

trajectories for cases listed in Table 5.1 (b) are also presented in Appendix I.

s.s. Summary

The implementation and testing of the adaptive and fixed data window relays
have been presented in this chapter. The hardware and software coniponents used for

implementing the relays have also been described. The set-up used for testing the relays
has also been described.

The details of testing of the hardware and software used in the relays have been

presented in this chapter. The steps involved in the testing, such as generation of data,

playback of the data, and testing the relays have been explained.

The developed relays were tested using Real-Time Playback Simulator (RTPS).
The voltage and current signals and estimated impedances recorded by the relays have

been reproduced. The results presented in this chapter show that the proposed adaptive .

data window-based relay performs satisfactorily. Faults simulated inside and outside the

protection zone of the relay are correctly identified. The adaptive data window-based

relay generates trip commands in 8 ms to 13 lDS. The fixed data window-based relay,
however, takes 13. ms to 21 ms to generate trip commands. The results show that the

adaptive data window-based relay is able to issue the trip commands in significantly
lesser time than the time taken by the fixed data window-based relay.
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Table 5.1 (a). Summary ofadditional test cases for inside faults for amodel of the

SaskPower system, shown in Figure 5.7.

Adaptive data window- Fixed data
Distance of . Fault Generation based relay window-

Fault the fault from resistance level based relay Reference
Bus CCK on (ohms) (Max/Min) Fault Trip time Trip time figure
lineCCK detection (ms) (ms)
(kms) time(ms)

a-b-c-a 70 0 Max 4.17 9.17 16.67 1.1.
a-b-c 100 10 Max 5.00 10.83 17.50 1.2.

a-b 20 20 Max 4.17
.

8.33 15.00 1.3.
b-c 70 0 Max 4.17 10.83 16.67 1.4.
a-b-z 20 20 Max 3.33 8.33 13.33 1.5.
b-e-a 70 0 Max 3.33 8.33 15.83 1.6.
c-a-2 100 10 Max 5.83 13.33 19.17 1.7.
b-2 70 O. Max 4.17 9.17 15.00 .1.8.
C-2 70 0 Max 4.17 11.67 17.50 1.9.
a-b-c 100 10 Min 5.00 10.83 17.50 1.10.
a-b 20 20 Min 4.17 9.17 15.00 1.11.
b-e 70 0 Min 5.00 11.67 17.50 1.12.
c-a 100 10 Min 5.00 13.33 20.83 1.13.
a-b-g 20 20 . Min 5.00 8.33 13.33 1.14.

b-c-g 70 0 Min 5.00 9.17 15.83 1.15.
c-a-2 100 . 10 Min 5.00 13.33 19.17 1.16.

a-2 100 20 Min 5.83 15.00 20.83 1.17.

b-2 70 0 Min 5.00 9.17 15.00 1.18.
c-a 20 10 Min 5.00 10.83 13.33 1.19.

Max /Min: Maximum and minimum output level ofall generators shown in Figure 5.7.
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Table 5.1 (contd.). (b). Summaryofadditional test cases for outside faults for amodel
of the SaskPower system, shown in Figure 5.7.

Adaptive data window- Fixed data
based relay window":

Relay Fault· Distance of the Generation based relay Reference
location fault level Fault Trip Trip figure

(kms) (Max/Min) detection time command . command
(ms) issued? issued?

. (Yes/No) (Yes/No)
BusCCK e-a 180 from BusCCK Min 7.50 No No 1.20.
BusCCK e-a 70 fromBus OLN Min 8.33 No No -

BusCCK e-2 80 from Bus LMR Min 7.50 No No -

BusCCK b-c 180 from BusCCK Max 5.00 No No 1.21.
BusCCK a-g 180 from BusCCK Max 6.67 No No 1.22.
BusCCK e-a 70 from Bus OLN Max 7.50 No No -

BusCCK. b-g 80 from Bus LMR Max Not detected No No -

Bus 1 a-b-c 20 from Bus 1 Min 6.67 No No 1.23.
Bus 1 a-g 20 from Bus 1 Min Not detected No No -

Bus 1 b-c-g 20 from Bus 1 Min Not detected No No -

Bus 1 a-b-e-a 30 from Bus 1 Min 6.67 No No 1.24.

Bus 1 b-c 30 from Bus 1 Min 6.67 No No 1.25.

Bus 1 e-g 30 from Bus 1 Min Not detected No No -

Max / Min: Maximum and minimum ou1put level ofall generators shown in Figure 5.7.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Power systems are spread over large areas and comprise a large number of

components. Therefore, the probability of equipment failure due to natural events, such

as, lightning, wind, etc., is significant. Consequences of faults due to equipment failure

can cause loss of revenue besides injury to personnel. Therefore, failed components

should be isolated from the system faults in theshortest possible time.

The first chapter of the thesis has described power system protection concepts

leading to and including the use of microprocessor-based relays. These relays have

capabilities of processing algorithms to provide reliable, cost-effective, and high-speed
protection ofpower systemcomponents.

Transmission line faults have been reviewed in Chapter 2. Various methods for

protecting transmission lines have been described. Fundamentals of distance protection,
which are often used for protecting transmission lines, have also been described in this

chapter. Fixed data window technique, which is used in most distance relays for

computing phasors, has been described, and important features of this technique have

been discussed. Since the transient response of this technique is about one fundamental

frequency cycle, it is desirable to investigate a new technique that might have faster

transient response.

During the research work reported in this thesis, a new technique was developed
for computing phasors. Chapter 3 presents the new technique which can be used in

distance relays for transmission line protection. This technique requires a detector for

identifying the inception of faults. A fault detector developed for this purpose has been

described. Digital filters ofvarious lengths have also been designed and described in this

chapter. Frequency responses of the selected filters have been discussed.
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Chapter 4 describes the procedure for evaluating the performance of the proposed

technique. The procedure consists of simulations of computational blocks that were

implemented using the MATLAB software. Different power system operating conditions

and faults were simulated using the EMTDCIPSCAD software. The data from these

simulations were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed technique. It has been

shown that the estimated impedances converge. in the operating region of the relay
characteristics for faults on the protected line and converge outside the operating region
of the relay characteristics for the external faults. The changes in system operating
conditions do not affect the trip decisions made by the relay. The performance of the

adaptive data window technique was compared with the performance of the fixed data

window technique. Some of the results from the studies were presented in this chapter.
It was observed that the adaptive data window-based relay is able to issue trip commands .

in lesser time compared to the time taken by the fixed data window-based relay while, the

impedances seen byboth relays converge to the same value.

Chapter 5 presents the real-time implementation and testing of the fixed data

window-based and adaptive data window-based relays. The implementation required
hardware and software that have been described in this chapter. A seven bus model of

the SaskPower transmission system., and a Real-Time Playback Simulator were used for

testing the developed relays. The power system was simulated using the

EMTDCIPSCAD software. . A program written in ANSI C language was used to

implement the adaptive and fixed data window-based relays. Test studies were carried

out for a variety of faults under different system operating conditions.

The test results showed that both. relays correctly distinguish faults that occur

inside and outside the protection zone. This was. concluded because the calculated

impedances converged in the operating region when the faults were on the protected line

and, seen impedances converged outside the operating region when the faults were

outside the protected line. This is true for various operating and fault conditions of the

system. It was also observed that impedances seen by both relays converged to almost

the same value while the adaptive data window-based relay issued trip commands in

significantly lesser time.
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The objective of this research was to develop and test a microprocessor-based
distance relay for protecting transmission lines. The developed relay should perform

satisfactorily for various system operating and fault conditions, and should be able to

provide high-speed tripping for internal faults. The work reported in this thesis shows

that the objective has been successivelymet. Performance of the adaptive data window

based relay has been verified in the laboratory. To further validate the performance, field

installation of .the proposed relay should be undertaken and relay's performance
monitored. Implementation of this technique in other relays can be a subject for further

investigations.

Specifically, this thesis hasmade the following contributions:

1. A technique for fastercomputation of fundamental frequency phasors has

been proposed and a distance relay algorithm for protecting transmission lines

has been developed. The technique uses adaptive data windows instead of

fixed data windows used bymost commercially-available distance relays.

2. Validity of the proposed technique for use in microprocessor-based distance

relays for high-speed protection of transmission lines has been demonstrated

by implementing and testing the technique in a prototype.
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APPENDIXA. FAULTDETECTOR

Gilcrest, Rockefeller and Udren described a tbree-sample algorithm for

developing digital orthogonal filters [7, 8]. The coefficients of orthogonal filters, which

are cosine and sine filters, were designed using Equations (3.1) to (3.8) have been given
in Chapter 3. The coefficients were used for computing voltage and current phasors.

Substituting the approximations of the single and double derivatives represented by

Equations (3.4) and (3.8) in Equations (3.2) and (3.3), Equations (A.l) and (A.2) are

obtained. Equations (A. 1 ) and (A.2) represents the equations for cosine and sine filters

respectively.

v -v
coV cos(cot+') = k+l k-l

P 2fl.T

Equations (A. 1) and (A.2) can be rewritten as

v -v
V cos(cot +"") = k+l k-l.
P 'I'

2cofl.T

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

Equations (A.3) and (A.4) were used to calculate the coefficients of cosine and

sine filters respectively. The coefficients were calculated using a fundamental frequency
of 60 Hz and a sampling frequency of 1200 Hz. The real and imaginary components of

the fundamental frequency phasors ofvoltages and currents are calculated bymultiplying
the coefficients with the samples. These coefficients are given in Table A.l. The transfer

function ofcosine and sine filters in z-plane is given by
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H(z) = C[-I]Z-l + C[O]ZO + C[I]Zl (A.S)

Table A.I. Coefficients ofthe 3M order orthogonal filters used in the fault detector,

Coefficient number Cosine coefficients Sine coefficients

C[-I] 1.5915494 -10.132118

C[O] 0 20.264237

C[I] -1.5915494 -10.132118
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APPENDIX B. LEAST ERROR SQUARES (LES) FILTERS

Sachdev and Baribeau [40] described the Least Error Squares (LES) method for

developing digital filters. . This method does not require knowledge of signal statistics.

This is a curve-fitting method based on the mean-square error between the actual and

assumed signals. It allows the user to specify the signal composition, the sampling rate,
and the data window length during the filter design. LES orthogonal filters were

designed from tOth order to 20th order. The coefficients of the designed filters were used

for computing voltage and current phasors.

For designing the LES filters, the signal was modeled as a combination of

assumed components present in it. This signal Can be described in . general form by the

following equation.

N

v(t) = Voe-II't + I:Vn sin(ncoot+en)
n=l

.

(B.t)

where:

v(t) is the instantaneous value of the signal at any time t,

't is the time constant of the decaying de component,
n is the harmonic component present in the signal,
N is the highest order harmonic component present in the signal,

COo is the fundamental frequency of system in radians/seconds,

Vo is the initial value of the de offset at time t=O,

Vn is the peak value of the nth harmonic component, and

en is the phase angle of the nth harmonic component.
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The Taylor series expansion for the decaying de component gives

(B.2)

Applying the trigonometric identity sin(A+B) = (sinA cosB + cosA sinB) and

using the first two terms of the Taylor series expansion of the decaying de component,

Equation (B.I) becomes

1'(/) = Yo _(Yo)+±v"�in(nO>o/)COs8,, +cos(nO>o/)sin8,,]. (B.3)
'C ,...1

If the signal is sampled at intervals ofAt, Equation (B.3) can be rewritten by

substituting 1= At, 2At, •••, 1At (I is the length of the filter), as shown by the following

equations.

...

v(IAt) =Vo _(Yo )�+ ±Y"[sin(nO>oIAt)cos8,, + cos(nmoIAt)sin8" 1 (B.6)
'C ,...1

Twelve LES filters are designed ranging from 10th order to 20th order using

Equations (B.4) to (B.6). Table 3.1 shows the filters and the signal composition that was
assumed for designing them.

For example, the design of -10th order filters assumed de, fundamental and 3M
harmonic components present in the signal. Therefore, n=l, 3 and 1=10 in Equations

(B.4) to (B.6). Also, the second term representing the decaying component is discarded.

These equations can be rewritten as
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v(M) = Yo + V. sin(cooM)cos91 + V. cos(cooM)sin91

+ Ji; sin(3cooM)cos93 + Ji; oos(3cooM)sin93

v(2A1) = Yo + V. sin(COo2M)cos91 + V. cos(coo2A1)sin91
+ Ji; sin(3coo2At)cos93 + Ji; cos(3coo2&) sin93

...

v(IOAt) = Yo + V. sin(cooIOAt)cos91 + V. cos(cooIOAt)sin91

+ Ji; sin(3cooIOAt)cos93 + Ji; cos(3cooIOM)sin93

Equations (B.7) to (B.9) can be expressed inmatrix form as

[AJ [x] = [vI.

where:

[A] =

[x] =

[v1=

sin(cooAt) cos(cooAt) sin(3cooAt) cos(3cooM) I

sin(coo2At) cos(coo2At) . sin(3coo2A1) cos(3coo2M) I

V. cos91
V. sin91
Ji; cos93 ,and

Ji; sin93

Yo

v(AI)
v(2At)

•
•
•

v(IOAt)
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In the unknown matrix, [x], � COSet is the real part of the fundamental frequency

component and � sinel is the imaginary part of the fundamental frequency component.
The unknownmatrix, [x], can be calculated as follows

[x] == [At [v].

where [At is the left pseudo-inverse of [A] and is given by
[At = [[AT] [A] r' [AT].

(B.ll)

(B.12)

Using a fundamental frequency of 60 Hz and a sampling frequency of 1200 Hz,
the elements of [A] and thus, its pseudo-inverse [At, were calculated in an oftline mode.

The rows of the pseudo-inverse matrix can be used to estimate the phasors of

fundamental, and assumed harmonic frequencies present in the signal. The calculated

values offirst and second rows, used for estimatingthe real and imaginary components of
the fundamental frequency signal respectively, of the pseudo-inverse represent the

coefficients of the 10th order LES orthogonal (cosine and sine) filters. The coefficients

are given in Table B.l. Themagnitude frequency response of the filter is shown in Figure
3.4. The LES filters of 11 th order to 20th order were designed using the similar procedure.
Their coefficients are given .in Tables B.2 to B.12, and magnitude frequency responses
are shown in Figures B.t to B.8.

Table B.l. Coefficients of the 10th order LES filters.

Coefficient number Cosinemter Sine filter

Cl -0.33024439 -0.82233068

C2 -0.15817731 ' 0.14045127

C3 ..0.06725327 0.47940898

C4 -0.04541295 0.29369655

Cs -0.03028724 0.00877388

C6 0.03151616 -0.00101481

C7 0.13394750 0.26528864

c, 0.21210718 0.43516263

� 0.19383739 0.08469762

CIO 0.05996692 -0.88413408
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Table B.2. Coefficients of the 11th order LES filters.

Coefficient number Cosine filter Sine filter

Cl -0.14285714 -0.55949653
. C2 -0.14624440 -0.10169919

C3 -0.14751768 0.18219944

C4 -0.12793623 0.24174564

Cs -0.07608911 0.17355409

C6 0.00000000 0.12739313

C7 0.07608911 0.17355409

Cs 0.12793623 0.24174564

� 0.14751768 0.18219944

CIO 0.14624440 -0.10169919

Cll 0�14285714 -0.55949653
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Table B.3. Coefficients ofthe 12th order LES filters.

Coefficient number Cosinemter . Sinemter

CI -0.17277058 -0.35141504

C2 -0.14004719 -0.14480771

C3 -0.12672200 0.03754209

C4 -0.11544978 0.15488834

Cs -0.08016783 0.20192610

c, -0.01104369 0.20421441

C7 0.07360890
.

0.19080676

Cs 0.13864273 0.16726992

4 0.15766239 0.11163162

CIO 0.13212092 -0.00345460

Cll 0.08844475 -0.18099728

el2 0.05572136 -0.38760461
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Table B.4. Coefficients of the 13th order LES filters.

Coefficient number Cosinemter Sinemter

Cl -0.10982951 -0.23535363
.

C2 -0.08274744 -0.17732644

C3 -0.10982951 -0.11929925

C4 -0.14425568 0.04851092

Cs -0.12356900 0.19874567

C6 -0.06150824 0.20203142

C7 0.00000000 0.16538259

Cs 0.06150824 0.20203142

� 0.12356900 0.19874567

CIO 0.14425568 0.04851092

Cll 0.10982951 -0.11929925

Cl2 0.08274744 -0.17732644

Cll 0.10982951 -0.23535363
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Table B.S. Coefficients of the 14th order LES filters.

Coefficient number Cosinemter . Sinemter

CI -0.13261817 -0.17166418

C2 -0.10956676 -0.10237217

C3 -0.11150576 -0.11461449

C4 -0.11201654 -0.04159059

Cs -0.09671842 0.12370402

C6 -0.06595364 0.21445538

C,
. -0.00994725 0.19318302

Cs 0.06915723 0.18065411

4 0.12899600 0.18357839

CIO 0.13021133 0.08776188

Cll 0.09368186 -0.07417002

C12 0.07063045 -0.14346203

Cl3 0.07256944 -0.13121971

C14 0.07308022 -0.20424361
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Figure B.4. Magnitude response of the 14th order LES filters.
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Table B.6. Coefficients ofthe 15th order LES filters.

Coefficient number Cosinemter Sinerdter

CI -0.08832028 -0.17418688

C2 -0.09234026 -0.09222735

C3 -0.10051577 -0.08452165

C4 -0.09234026 -0.07681594

Cs ·0.08832028 0.00514359

4 -0.0976n76 0.12181199

C7 -0.07612479 0.19439565

Cs 0.00000000 0.21280117

4 0.07612479 0.19439565

CIO 0.09767776 0.12181199

CIl 0.08832028 0.00514359

C12 0.09234026 -0.07681594

Cl3 0.1OO515n -0.08452165

Cl4 0.09234026 . -0.09222735

CIS 0.08832028 -0.17418688
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Table B.7. Coefficients of the 16th order LES filters.

Coefficient number .

Cosine filter Sine filter

Cl -0.10105849 -0.13625630

C2 -0.09585020 -0.081n579

C3 -0.11130000 -0.05240945

C4 . -0.10785059 -0.03063078

Cs -0.08408226 -0.00747597

C6 -0.07220024 0.04594752

C7 -0.05844101 0.14173863

Cs -0.00282591 0.22121590

4 0.07104708 0.20951557

CIO 0.09938035
.

0.11674218

Cll 0.08286507· 0.02138759
.

Cl2 0.On65678 -0.03309292

Cl3 0.09310658 -0.06245927

Cl4 0.08965718 -0.08423794

CIS 0.06588884 -0.10739274

C16 .0.05400682 -0.16081623
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Table B.S. Coefficients ofthe 17th order LES filters.

Coefficient number Cosine filter Sine filter

Cl -0.06782138 -0.13360267

C2 -0.07614759 -0.08718383

C3 -0.09337862 . -0.07690699

C4 -0.10475411 -0.03951457

Cs -0.09337862 -0.00212215

C6 -0.07614759 0.00815469

C7 -0.06782138 0.05457353

Cg -0.04754108 0.16321063

4 0.00000000 0.22678273

CIO 0.04754108 0.16321063

Cll 0.06782138 0.05457353

CI2 0.07614759 0.00815469

Cl3 0.09337862 -0.00212215

CI4 0.10475411 -0.03951457

CIS 0.09337862 -0.07690699

CI6 0.07614759 -0.08718383

Cl7 0.06782138 -0.13360267
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Table B.9. Coefficients ofthe 18th order LES filters,

Coefficient number Cosinemter Sinemter

CI -0.06952912 -0.12490104

C2 -0.08112784 -0.06180758

C3 -0.09748055 -0.05600613

C4 -0.10609986 -0.03265743

Cs -0.09n4210 0.02011142

C6 -0.08232950 0.03965383

C7 -0.06498440 0.04011808

C8 -0.03445641 0.09653933

4 0.00961255 0.1n80315

CIO 0.04580212 0.17207128

Cll 0.06260229 0.08116674

Cl2 0.07420101 0.01807328

Cl3 0.09055371 0.01227182

Cl4 0.09917303 -0.01107687

CIS
.

0.09081527 -0.06384572

Cl6 0.07540266 -0.08338814

Cl7 0.05805757 -0.08385238

Cl8 0.02752958 -0.14027363
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Table B.10. Coefficients of the 19th order LES filters.

Coefficient number Cosinemter SineIDter

CI -0.03090170 -0.12647245

C2 -0.058n853 -0.08090170

C3 -0.08090170 -0.06088204

C4 -0.09510565 -0.04628632

Cs -0.10000000 -0.00769231

C6 -0.09510565 0.03090170

C7 -0.08090170 0.04549743

Cs -0.058n853 0.06551708

4 -0.03090170 0.11108783

CIO 0.00000000 0.13846154

Cll
.

0.03090170 0.11108783

Cl2 0.058n853 0.06551708

C13 0.08090170 0.04549743

Cl4 0.09510565 0.03090170

CIS 0.10000000 -0.00769231

Cl6 0.09510565 -0.04628632

Cl7 0.08090170 -0.06088204

CIS 0.058n853 -0.08090170

Cl9 0.03090170 -0.12647245
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TableB.ll. Coefficientsof the 20th (1st) order LES filters.

Coefficient number Cosine filter Sine filter

CI -0.03090170 -0.09510565

C2 -0.05SnS53 -0.OS090170

C3 -0.OS090170 -0.05Sn853

C4 -0.09510565 -0.03090170

Cs -0.10000000 0.00000000

C6
.

-0.09510565 0.03090170

C7 -0.OS090170 0.05SnS53

Cs -0.05SnS53 0.OS090170

4 -0.03090170 0.09510565

CIO 0.00000000 0.10000000

Cll 0.03090170 0.09510565

Cl2 0.05S77S53 0.OS090170

Cl3 0.OS090170 o.oserrasa
. Cl4 0.09510565 0.03090170

CIS 0.10000000 0.00000000

CI6 0.09510565 -0.03090170

CI7 0.OS090170 -0.05snS53

CIS 0.05snS53 -O.OS090170

C19 0.03090170 -0.09510565

C20 0.00000000 -0.10000000
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Table B.12. Coefficients ofthe 20th (2nd) order LES filters.

Coemcient number Cosine filter Sine filter

CI 0.38786220 -0.16143134

C2 -0.11253697 -0.07238720

C3 -0.04160150 -0.06500307

C4 -0.17431168 -0.01835670

Cs -0.27226467 0.02728404

4 0.01180561 0.01396862

C, 0.11906820 0.02710640

Cs -0.11253697 0.08941620

C9 -0.17771879 0.11835919

CIO -0.04652932 0.10736952

Cll 0.07743102 0.08773613

el2 0.20559562 0.05764816

C13 0.13466015 0.05026402

C14 -0.10486425 0.06257382

CIS -0.00691126 0.01693308

C16 0.26737032 -0.05818574

Cl7 0.16010773 -0.07132353

CIS 0.01947833 -0.07467716

C19 0.08466015 -0.10362015

C20 .
. -0.41876390 -0.03367431
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APPENDIX C. ANTI-ALIASING FILTER DESIGN

As a fault occurs ott a power system, the acquired voltage and current signals may
include high frequency damped oscillations, exponential components, harmonic

components; etc., in addition to the fundamental frequency signal. The high-frequency

components result due to traveling wave phenomenon and their frequencies depend on

the distance to the fault Non-linearities in the power system produce harmonics.of the
fundamental frequency.

Suitable low-pass filters are required to attenuate the high-frequency components
from the voltage and current signals before presenting them to the protection algorithm.
A 6th order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of200 Hz was selected as an anti

aliasing filter. The filter was designed using the MATLAB software. Equation C.l gives
the transfer function for the designed filter.

H(z) = Y(z)
'X(z)

(C.l)

where:

Y (z) = 1.0 X 10-9 (0.29138776 + 1.7483266z-1 + 4.3708164z-2 +

5.8277552z-3 + 4.3708164z-4 + 1.7483266z-6 + 0.29138776z-7)

X(z) = 1.0z-1- 5.7977015z-2 + 14.008868z-3 -18.057167z-4 +

13.095359z-s -5.0661827z-6 + 0.81682342z-7

Figure C.I shows the magnitude and phase response of the designed low-pass filter.
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APPENDIXD.. POWER SYSTEM MODELS

As described in Chapter 4, models of a test power system and a part ofSaskPower

transmission system were used for verifying the performance of the proposed technique.
This appendix presents a detailed outline of the selected models. The configuration and

data of various. system parameters are described. All parameters are based on a rated

three phase at a baseMVA of 100.

D.l. Test power system

Figure 4.1 shows the test power system modeled using the PSCADIEMTDC

software. The electrical parameters ofvarious components involved in the model system

are given in Tables 0.1 to 0.5. Table 0.1 shows the equivalent source data when an

initial Power flow from 01 to 02 is considered. Data of the transmission lines is given in

Table 0.2.

TableD.l. Equivalent source data for the test power system shown in Figure 4.1.

Parameter GeDerator� GeDerator�

Rated volts (L-L. RMS) (leV) 500 500 .

InItial phase (deg.) -10 0

Positive-sequence impedance (ohms) 37.5L 89.9° 37.5L 89.9°

Zero-sequence impedance (ohms) 8.5L 89.9° 8.5L 89.9°
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Table D.l. Transmission line (L, and �) data for the test power system shown in Figure
4.1. [33].

Parameter Line� Ll and L2
Line length (kms) 1S0

Ground resistivity (ohm-m) 100.0

Voltage (L-L, RMS) (leV) SOO

Conductor name Chukar

Other properties Ideally traDsposed
Bergeron model

Number ofbundles 3

Number ofground wires 2

Conductor and Ground wire data

Conductor Groundwire

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Number of sub-conductors 2 Conductor name 7/16 Steel

Sub-conductor radius (em) 2.03454 Conductor radius (em) 0.55245

Sub-conductor spacing 45.72 Horizontal Distance X (m) -5 5

(cm)
Horizontal Distance X (m) -10 0 10 Height at TowerY (m) 35 35

Height at TowerY (m) 30 30 30 Sag atmid-span (m) 10

Sag atmid-span (m) 10 DC resistance (ohmslbn) 2.8645

DC resistance (ohmslbn) 0.03206

Table D.3 shows the data of sources when an initial power flow from 02 to 01 is

considered. The source data with different Equivalent SourceImpedance Ratio (ESIR) is

given in Table D.4. The parameters of recorder icon used for testing the tecbnique for

real-time are given in TableD.5. And, Table D.6 gives the simulation parameters.

Table D.3. Equivalent source data for reverse power flow for the test power system
shown in Figure 4.1.

Parameter Generator� Generator Gz
Rated volts (L-L, RMS) (leV) 500 SOO

Initial phase (deg.) o
.

-10

Positive-sequence impedance (ohms)
.

° 37.SL89.9°37.5L89.9

Zero-sequence impedance (ohms) 8.SL 89.9° 8.SL 89.9°
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Table D.4. Equivalent source data for different ESIR for the test power system shown in

Figure 4.1.

Parameter GeneratorGt Generator�
Rated volts (L-L, RMS) (kV) 500 SOO

Initial phase (deg.) 0 -10

Zero-sequence impedance (ohms) .

8.5L 89.9° 8.SL 89.9°
ESIR=O.OI, Positive-sequence impedance (ohms) 3.75L 89.9° 375L 89.9°
ESIR=O.I, Positive-sequence impedance (ohms) 11.8586L 89.9° 118.58S4L 89.9°
ESIR= 10, Positive-sequence impedance (ohms) 118.5854L 89.9° 11.8586L 89.9°
ESIR= 100, Positive-sequence impedance (ohms) 375L 89.9° 3.75L 89.9°

• ESIR - Equivalent Source Impedance Ratio

Table D.5. Recorder icon, sliders and comparator data.

Parameter Value

(i) Recorder data
.

Output file format RTP

Recording time step (J.ls) 217

Low pass filtering enable Never

System. frequency (Hz) 60

Number of 12-bit analog channels 7

Instnunent transformer ratio (kVN or kAlA) 1 (PriJSec.)
(ii) Sliders

Start time (seconds) 0.3

End time (seconds) 0.5

(iii) Comparator
Configuration

Output type Level

Level data

Output when A>B 1

Output when A<=B 0

Real-time constant (B) (seconds) 0.4

Time (A) (seconds) Simulation time

Table D.6. Simulation parameters.

Name Value

Time-step (J.ls) 4L6667

Print-step (ms) 0.0416667
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D.2. Model of SaskPower system

Figure 4.2 shows the simulated model of a part of the SaskPower transmission

system used for testing the proposed technique. The power system has five different

circuits operating at 230 kV and 138 kV levels. Two different operating conditions of the

power system has been used in the studies. The parameters of various system

components and the recorder icon used for testing the technique for real-time are given in

Tables D.7 toD.ll.

Table D.7. Equivalent source data for maximum output level of all generators in the

SaskPower system.

Parameter G(NBF) G(CCK) G(GLN) G(LMR)
Rated volts (L-L, RMS) (kV) 136.382 230 137.735 227.905

Initial phase (deg.) -1.2 0 -0.8 -1.2

Positive-sequenceRRL
Resistance (series) (ohms) 3.6688 2.7763 43.8374 142.1721

Resistance (parallel) (ohms) 105.9979 341.6797 1467.8816 3978.9166

Inductance (parallel) (H) 0.06256 0.11045 0.3225 0.5298

Zero-sequence RL
Resistance (parallel) (ohms) 210.5768 543.6290 707.2475 4121.2377

Inductance (parallel) (H) 0.047353 0.06396 0.0522 0.2058

Table D.8. Load data for the SaskPower system.

Motor load (M)
Rated RMS phase current (leA) 0.1584

RatedRMS phase voltage (kV) 126.297

Power factor 0.9701

Load(MVA) 6O+j15

Table D.9. Transformers (Tl & T2) data for the SaskPower system.

Parameter Value

3-pbaseMVA (MVA)
Winding # 1

Connection type Y

L-L voltage, RMS (kV) 138

150.0
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Winding#2
Connection type
L-L voltage. RMS (kV)
Winding # 3
Connection type

.

L-L voltage, RMS (kV)
Poe-seq. Leakage reactance

Winding #1 - Winding #2 (p.u.)
Winding #1 - Winding #3 (p.u.)
Winding #2 - Winding #3 (p.u.).
Reactor connections

ConneCtion type
Inductance/phase (H)

4

13.8

y

230.0

0.0773

0.0367

0.1213

y

0.03367

Table D.I0. Transmission line data for the SaskPower system.

Parameter NBF BNG B2NG MWS B2LC CCK LMR

Line length (kms.) 3.184 78.592 6.208 200.6 1.76 189.9 152.28

Ground resistivity (ohm- 10.0 10.0 10.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
... ,

Voltage (L-L, RMS) (kV) 138.0 .138.0 138.0 230.0 230.0 230.0 230.0

Conductor name Hawk Hawk Hawk Drake Drake Drake Drake

Number ofbundles 3 3 6 3 6 3 3

Number ofground wires 2 1 2 2 2 2 2

Conductor data

Parameter Transmission Ones
NBF BNG MWS CCI{ LMR

No. of sub-conductor 1 1 1 1 1

Sub-conductor radius (em) 1.08966 1.08966 1.40716 1.40716 1.40716

-0.762 -3.6576 -6.25 -6.2484 -6.25
Horizontal Distance X (m) -4.4196 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

;..5.9436 3.6576 6.25 6.2484 6.25

14.478 12.954 18.0 19.9949 18.0

Height at towerY (m) 14.478 12.954 18.0 19.9949 18.0
11.3995 12.954 18.0 19.9949 18.0

Sag atmid-span (m) 4.20624 5.1816 9.82 10.3632 10.99

DC resistance (ohmslkm) 0.11713 0.11713 0.07054 0.07054 0.07054

Parameter Transmission lines
B1NG B1LC

No. of sub-conductor 1 1

Sub-conductor radius (em) 1.08966 1.40716

Horizontal Distance X (m) -0.89916 -6.4008 -7.09879 -7.1 -5.9 0.0
0.89916 6.4008 7.09879 8.6 7.4 1.5
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18.0 23.2 18.0
18.0 23.2 23.2

10.99

0.07054

Height at towerY (m)

Sag atmid-span (m)
DC resistance (ohmslkm)

14.4993 18.0015 14.4993
18.0015 18.0015 14.4993

5.90093

0.11713

Ground wire data

Parameter Transmission lines
NBF BNG BlNG MWS CCK B1LC LMR

Conductor name 7/16 7/16 7/16 7/16 7/16 7/16 7/16
Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel

Conductor radius (cm) 0.397 0.397 0.397 0.397 0.397 0.397 0.397

Horizontal distance (m) -2.7432 -1.8288 -3.5296 -3.3 -3.68808 -3.33 -3.3
2.7432 3.5296 3.3 3.68808 4.83 3.3

Height at tower (m) 16.9164 15.6972 21.336 23.4 25.2984 27.8 23.4

Sag at mid-span (m) 2.667 3.7338 2.7310 6.56 6.88848 9.87 9.87

DC resistance 3.554 3.554 3.554 3.554 3.554 3.554 3.554
(ohmslkm)

The parameters ofrecorder icon for generating the real-time data are similar to the

ones used in the model of test power system, and are given in Table 0.5. Table 0.6 gives
the simulation parameters used for recording the real-time data.

The second operating condition of the existing . system was simulated using the

available data. Table 0.11 gives the values of the equivalent source parameters utilized

for this operating condition. The data for other components was maintained the same as

used for the first operating condition, the data forwhich is presented above.

Table D.ll. Equivalent source data for minimum output level of all generators in the

SaskPower system

Parameter G(NBF) G(CCK) G(GLN) G(LMR)

Rated volts (L-L, RMS) (leV) 136.382 230 137.735 227.905

Initial phase (deg.) -1.2 0 -0.8 -1.2

POSitive-sequenceRRL
Resistance (series) (ohms) 5.6018 2.8080 20.6799 108.5648

Resistance (parallel) (ohms) 180.3233 416.8257 2307.6137 5281.9448

Inductance (parallel) (H) 0.08078
.

0.12183 0.4038 0.61020

Zero-sequence RL

Resistance (parallel) (ohms) 246.1916 628.3613 . 732.0900 4137.3416

Inductance (parallel) (H) 0.04921 0.06273 0.05224 0.2058
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APPENDIXE. EMITDC�SCADSOFTWARE

This appendix gives a brief introduction of the power system simulation software,

EMTDC [41], which was used for the generation of simulated fault data for. the power

systems. Complex power systems can be modeled using EMTDC to represent practical

system. A user interface, called Power Systems Computer Aided Design (pSCAD),
enables the user to select preptogrammed models of power system components, which

are used to graphically build the power system networks. The built-in library ofPSCAD

includes models of voltage and current sources, machines, transmission lines, switches,

measuring instruments, transformers, control blocks and many other power system

apparatus models.

The power system modeled using PSCAD generates FORTRAN source code.

This source code is then compiled using the FORTRAN compiler, which generates
executable code that runs in the UNIX environment of sunSPARC workstation. The

fault data generated by EMTDC was stored in a file. This data file was used for testing
the proposed protection algorithm, and the fixed data window algorithm.
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APPENDIX F. ADDITIONAL SIMULATION RESULTS

Selected results illustrating the performance of the proposed technique for

transmission line protection have been presented in Chapter 4. Two power system

models were considered. Different types of faults at various locations in the power

systems were considered. The studies also considered different system operating
conditions. This appendix provides additional test results, obtained from simulation

studies, for various types of faults for the system models considered in performance
evaluation. Plots of fault impedance trajectories comparing the adaptive and fixed

window techniques listed in the Tables 4.1 and 4.2 (in Chapter 4) are presented in this

appendix. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 give a summary of the results obtained from the simulation

studies conducted using the Systemmodels. Figures F.1 to F.80 show the comparison of

the fault trajectories as seen by the adaptive and fixed data windows-based relays.
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Figure F.38. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for three-phase fault on line 14 at
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Figure F.42. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for phase 'b' to ground fault on line
CCK at 140 tans from the relay location.
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Figure F.43. Trajectories oftbe apparent impedances for phase 'c' to ground fault on line
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Figure F.44. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for phase 'a' to ground fault on line
CCK at 140 kms from the relay location.
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Figure F.46. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for phase 'b' to ground fault on line
CCK at 70 kms from the relay location with a fault resistance of 100.
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Figure F.49. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for phase 'b' to ground fault on line
CCK at 100 kms from the relay locationwith a fault resistance of20n.
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Figure F.50. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for phase 'c' to ground fault on line
CCK at 70 kms from the relay location with a fault resistance of200.
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Figure F.51. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for phase 'a' to ground fault on line
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Figure F.5l. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for phase 'a' to ground fault on line
CCK at 185 kms from the relay location.
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Figure F.53. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for phase 'c' to ground fault on line
CCK at 185 kms from the relay location.
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Figure F.57. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for phase 'a' and phase 'b' to
ground fault on line CCK at 140 kms from the relay location.
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Figure F.58. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for phase 'b' and phase 'c' fault on
line CCK at 20 kms from the relay location with a fault resistance of 100.
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Figure F.59. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for phase 'c' and phase 'a' to ground
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Figure F.60. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for phase 'a' and phase 'b' fault on
line CCK at 70 kms from the relay location with a fault resistance of200.
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Figure F.61. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for phase 'b' and phase 'c' fault on
line CCK at 100 kms from the relay location with a fault resistance of20n.
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Figure F.62. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for phase 'c' and phase 'a' fault on
line CCK at 70 kms from the relay location with a fault resistance of2on.
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Figure F.63. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for phase 'a' and phase 'b' to ground
fault on line CCK at 100 Ions from the relay location with a fault resistance of200.
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Figure F.M. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for phase 'b' and phase 'c' to ground
fault on line CCK at 70 kms from the relay location with a fault resistance of200.
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Figure F.6S. Trajectories of the apparent impedances for phase 'c' and phase 'a' to
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Figure F.66. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for phase 'a' and phase 'b' to
ground fault on line GLN at 70 kms from bus GLN.
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Figure F.67. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances for phase 'a' and phase 'b' to
ground fault on line CCK at 185 kms from the relay location.
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Figure F.68. Trajectories ofthe apparent impedances forpbase 'b' and pbase 'c' fault on
line OLN at 185 kms from bus OLN.
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APPENDIX G. TESTING THE RELAYING SOFTWARE
USING TMS320C30 EVAUATIONMODULE

This section gives a brief overview of the TMS320C30 digital signal processor
that was used for testing the relaying software. An IBM-compatible PC was used as the

host machine in the system. The TMS32OC30 Evaluation Module (EVM) is a

development tool from Texas Instruments that was used for testing the relaying software.

The debugging of application programs was done by using a TMS320C30 C Source

Debugger [54]. The programs were evaluated and optimized using the module. The

module includes a PC bus compatible card and a software package.

G.t Hardware

The hardware components of the EVM card include:

TMS32OC30, a 33-MFLOPS, 32-bit floating-point DSP,
16K-word zero-wait-state SRAM, allowing on-board coding of the algorithms,
Port for host-PC communications and

Multiprocessor serial port providing connections tomultiple EVMs.

Loading of the code is done through the emulation port. A shared bi-directional
.

16-bit register is used for communication between the host and TMS32OC30 since there

is no direct host access into the TMS32OC30 memory. The TMS32OC30 has direct

interface to SRAM, which supports zero wait-statememory accesses on primary bus.

Gel. Software

The system has.software tools to develop, debug, benchmark and run real-time

algorithms. The software tools include the TMS32OC3x assemblerllinker, C source
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debugger and an optimizing ANSI C compiler, a program loader and example

applications software.

The EVM provides a window-based mouse-driven user-interface that enables

downloading, execution and debugging ofassembly code or C code.

G.3. Testing Procedure

Testing of the relaying software was performed using generation code and

execution steps. The ANSI C program written for the relaying software was converted to

the DSP code, which is loaded into the DSP and then executed.

The TMS320C30 floating-point C compiler consists of three different programs:
the parser, the optimizer (optional), and the code generator. C source file is an input to

the parser which checks for syntax and semantic errors, and produces an internal

representation of the program called an intermediate file. The optimizer is an optional
pass that is executed before the code generation.

The intermediate file provides input to the optimizer which produces a highly
efficient version of the code in the same format as the intermediate file. The intermediate

file from parser or optimizer (if used) provides input to the code generator. The code

generator produces an assembly language source file. This provides input to an

assembler which generates a Common Object File Format (COFF) file. The output file

from assembler provides an input to the linker which produces an executable COFF

object file <program._p.ame.out> [49, 56].

DSP Code Generation Process

1. Develop the relaying software in ANSI C programming language.

2. Include a data file from PSCAD simulation into the relaying software.

3. Compile, assemble, and link the C source file using the single command:

cl30 <programname,c> -z <program._name.cmd>

<programname.cmd> represents the command file used to allocate blocks of code

and data into the memory. This is necessary while linking the program.
.

In general,
initialized sections (e.g. executable code, tables for pre-initializing variables, string
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constants) are linked into ROM or RAM whereas uninitia1ized sections (e.g. global
variables, system stack, dynamic allocation using malloc, cal1oc) must be linked into

RAM.

After code generation process, three files are generated: <program_name.obj>,

<program.name.map>, and <programname.out>. The map file, <programname.map>,
shows the memory configuration, section composition and allocation, and various

symbols used in the program with their memory addresses for storage. The file with

extension 'obj' is an executable object file. The output file, <program_name.out> is

loaded into thememory ofthe TMS32OC30 DSP for execution.

Execution of the DSP Code

1. The output file, <program.name.out>, from the linker is loaded into the evaluation

module (EVM) in TMS32OC3�based DSP board using the commands given below:

evm.30

reset

load <program.....name.out>

2. The loaded file is executed by using the 'run' command and the execution can be

stopped by pressing the <escape> key.

3. The variables ofinterest can be displayed using following commands:

disp *(int *) OxOOOXXX , for integer variables or

disp *(tloat *) OxOOOXXX " for tloating-point variables.

OxOOOXXX is the memory address at which the selected variable resides and is

known from themap file. Variable name can be used instead ofmemory address.

4. Time taken to run the program on DSP can be obtained by using the process of

benchmarking. Benchmarking involves creating a breakpoint inthe generated code

of the program. The breakpoint is set at a memory address such that the instruction

at this memory address is executed in every pass of the program. The following
command steps are carried out for benchmarking:

evm30
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reset

load <program.name.out>

ba OxOOOXXX (OXOOOXXX is thememory location for inserting the breakpoint)
run

runb .

?CLK·

Complete program execution time for first pass of the program, in number of clock

cycles of the DSP, is displayed on the screen. 'Similarly, execution time of the

following pass of the program can be viewed by using 'runb' and '? CLK' commands

after that. Program execution time in millisecond is calculated from the single-cycle
instruction execution time which is 60 nanosecond for the TMS320C30. Time taken

to execute a section of the program can also be calculated by using a similar

procedure.
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APPENDIX H. REAL-TIME PLAYBACK SIMULATOR

(RTPS)

This section gives a brief overview ofthe Real Time Playback Simulator (RTPS) from
the Manitoba HVDC Research Centre. This simulator plays back, in real time, test

signals generated :from PSCADIEMTDC power systems simulation software (Appendix

E) or on-line recordings in COMTRADE format. These digital signals are converted into

analog signals that are used for real-time testing ofprotective relays. The RTP Simulator

was used for testing the implemented busbar protection system. Hardware and software

aspects of the system are described below.

H.I. Hardware

The hardware is composed of a standard personal computer (PC) package fitted
with the necessary additional bardware cards and output/input ports. The system is

composed of four separate components: a tower case, display monitor, keyboard and

mouse-pointing device. The tower case encloses, among others, the following main

items:

ISOMHz Intel Pentium processor,
.

2.1 OB Hard Drive,

8xCD-ROM,

32MBRAM,

1.4 MB Floppy Drive,
National Instruments lO-cbannel, 12-bit DIA (Digital to Analog) card, and

Front panelwith 10 BNC connectors for access to theDIA card outputs.
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H.2. Software

The operating system of the PC
.

that is used as RTP Simulator is Microsoft

Windows for Workgroups Version.3.11. In addition to a number of other programs, the

main RTPS software package (version 1.2) is also installed in a separate directory. This

software enables interfacing with PSCADIEMTDC (version 2.0) power systems

simulation software.. The waveforms of the signals that are loaded. from PSCAD for

playback can be previewed using this software, On user command, the software plays
these signals back through the output connectors.

The RTPS software package includes an installation routine that introduces a

recorder icon into the component pallet in DRAFT module of the PSCAD. There can be

up to 9 recorders in a given power system simulation each having a maximum of 10

analog channels. System parameters to be recorded are selected by the user along with

start and end times. The recordings can be user selected for COMTRADE or RTP

format. The recordings are stored in a separate file, dming Runtime. The name of the

file is selected by the user in the recorder icon in DRAFT module. The standard PSCAD

output ASCII file is not affected by this process.

The generated file (with extension PBK) is then ported to the RTPS for playback.
Porting of these files can be done through the network connections or by the use of

floppy disks. The former is preferable for speed of transfer and to avoid the size

limitation of floppy disks.

When RTPS playback software is started, any previously recorded files can be

loaded for viewing on the screen and can be played back. When playback is initiated,
RTPS plays the first cycle in each channel repeatedly to create a pre-transient steady state

waveform. Once the playback command is started, the RTPS plays the transient data and

the last cycle is repeated to create post-transient signal. The last cycle is repeated 500

times by default, which can be changed by the user.
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APPENDIX I. ADDITIONAL TEST RESULTS

Selected results illustrating the performance of the proposed adaptive data

window relay for transmission line protection have been presented in Chapter S. A part
of the SaskPower transmission system was simulated. Different types of faults at various

locations in the power system were considered. The studies considered different output
levels ofthe generators. This appendix provides additional test results, obtained from test.

studies, for various types of faults in the system model. Plots of impedance-trajectories
comparing the adaptive and fixed data window-based relays listed in the Tables 5.1 and

5.2 (in Chapter 5) are presented in�s appendix. Figures 1.1 to 1.25 show the plots of the

impedance-trajectories as seen by the adaptive and fixed data windows-based relays.
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Figure 1.21. Trajectories of the seen impedance for phase 'b' to phase 'c' fault on line
CCK at 180 kms from the relay location when system generation is maximum.
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Figure I.ll. Trajectories ofthe seen impedance for solid phase 'a' to ground fault on line
CCK at 180 kms from the relay location when system generation is maximum.
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Figure 1.23. Trajectories of the seen impedance for three-phase fault on line LMR at 20
kms from the relay location when system generation is minimum.
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Figure 1.24. Trajectories of the seen impedance for three-phase to ground fault on line
LMR at 30 kms from the relay location when system generation isminimum.
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Figure 1.25. Trajectories ofthe seen impedance for phase 'b' to phase 'c' fault on line
LMR at 30 tans from the relay locationwhen system generation is minimum.
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